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FREESTYLE / CROSSOVER
The all new FX kite effortlessly bridges the gap between
freestyle and freeride to create the perfect crossover kite.
This highly responsive platform gives you the much needed
power for explosive acceleration and the perfect amount of
boost for huge lofty airs.

Sizes: 6/7/8/9/10/12/14

Nick Jacobsen on the Ace 135 & FX 7
Lars Daniel Terkelsen
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The DHD White Noise is the only genuine

Kite-specific reinforcing for maximum durability

surfboard designed specifically for kitesurfers.

Lightweight construction for optimum performance

SURF when it’s clean, KITE when it’s windy...

Features FCS II 5 fin system for lightening-fast fin removal

Available in 5’9”, 5’11” & 6’1”

Versatile shape suitable for small, mushy or head-high waves
Manufactured by world class shaper Darren Handley here in Australia
Everything you need, nothing you don’t www.bwsurf.com
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Editors Words
Fall is falling and falling quick, those summer days that felt like they would never

Ok Jason no need to rub it in well done mate your intro

end back when we were kids are almost a distant memory. Growing up, I can

piece is once again slightly better than my... “oh sh*t I

EDITORS

remember being 12 years old, the last day of school was the best day of my life,

forgot to write an intro piece again better do it now at

JASON WOLCOTT ~ jason@freedomkitemag.com

when time moved slowly and summer seemed to last forever. I would spend every

midnight before we go to print “ attempt...

OLLIE J ~ editor@freedomkitemag.com

chance I could riding waves on a boogie board, surfboard, or bodysurfing and not

So for anyone confused by this two editor thing the

JASON would lke to thank LIQUIDEYE for quality photographic water housing.

having a care in the world. For some reason, yet to be explained, summer felt like

reason is... It’s a SH*T TON of work... This magazine is

GRAPHIC DESIGN / OLLIE J

it went on forever. Now that I’m an adult, the responsibilities of work and family

like a beast that never sleeps.... and it’s growing bigger!

SALES / NATHAN KATTERNS ~ advertising@freedomkitemag.com

make a flash of fun in the sun seem like a distant memory as soon as fall falls.

(Now 116 pages.... that is the biggest Australian kite

WEB DESIGN / BILL CRANG ~ bill@freedomkitemag.com

magazine EVER published....)

CONTRIBUTORS / Nick Jacobson, Elliot Drury, Victor Hays, Rick Pryce, John Carter,

summer sea breezes and lazy afternoons in the car park. You know the days, cold

But in all seriousness I’d like to take my hat off to Mr

Ollie J, Sam Light, Ryland Blakeney, Andy Yates, Sammy Pearce, Josh Stephens, Jerrett

beer in hand, beaten and broken from that 4 hour session, watching the local riper

Wolcott here, this issue he has collated 80% of the

Stock, Antoine Sebourin, Bonny Sulistyo,Brandon Scheid, Jason Wolcott.

blast himself to pieces trying to learn that new trick in the last minutes of light.

material, written probably 50% of the words.... and

TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS / Elliot Drury, Alex Lewis-Hughes

Those evenings when our partners are waiting for us at home, dinner on the table

taken 70% of the photos! The man is a machine.... he

PROOFING / LISA HODSON

and hopefully understanding how important kiteboarding is to us. I’m lucky, my

lives and breathes this sport. Everyday I get frothed out

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Rick Pryce, Lars Da-Niel Tarletan, Steve McCormack, Rob Sharkey,

wife is happy that I leave for a few hours in the afternoon, she can work and hang

messages on some new aspect of the sport, craziest

Vincent Bergeron, Hotdiggitydog Photography, Adam Lakey,Ollie J, Torrin Bright,

out with our daughter and I can ride to my hearts content.

picture he has found, or some far out idea he’s got for

Andre Phillip, Stu Gibson,Bill Wilso, Christian Black, Bianca Asher, Chris Steele,

What does summer mean to you? Sitting by the pool under an umbrella sipping

another article or photo shoot. All in all mate you do a

Caprice Winniman, Jason Wolcott

a cold beer? Hiding from the heat in your aircon? For you I’m guessing it means

sick job - well done on another awesome issue.

APOLOGIES IF WE HAVE MISSED ANYONE PLEASE LET US KNOW SO WE CAN ADD YOU

getting outside and putting as much time on the water as your body and skin can

The thing I like most about designing this magazine is

NEXT TIME!

handle. It’s the time that you dream about all winter long, when the sun is up early

it just psychs me up to get out there and rip as hard as

www.facebook.com/freedomkitemag

and sets late, the water warms up, and the sea breeze kicks in like clockwork. Every

I can - I feel like each page completed reinvigorates my

www.freedomkitemag.com

morning you wake up sore, and ready for another session and can’t help but smile

passion for the sport and we hope reading it makes you

#freedomkitemag

when the leaves on the trees begin to dance before lunch.

feel like that to!

I find myself sitting at a desk, in a house across the street from the beach, watching

So enough of my dribble - finish work early today (or

the white caps build as the kiters set up and get ready to make more summer

even better quit your job)... escape the rat race... get

memories before it fades into the eminent cold. Get it while you can, don’t waist a

out there and rip it up!

minute of the magic that is summer! Stay free.

Peace ~ Ollie J

The cold of winter and the instability it brings will have us wishing for those

Signed, your humble narrator, Jason Wolcott

Check out our website.... www.freedomkitemag.com for all the latest news, vids and updates.

If you wish to take up kitesurfing be sure to follow and learn all safety rules
and regulations before going out into the water. Always get lessons before you
attempt to kitesurf and always ride with a buddy. All articles and stories in the
publication have been written by experienced kiters, we do not advise to try any
of the tricks you see in this magazine as they are dangerous and could lead to
injury. Always wear life bouyancy vests when on the water.
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Australia if you haven’t met Nick Jacobson yet…. lets sum him up for you… likes jumping crazy
obstacles… goes as big and as high as possible… twerks in the jaws of fate…. ok to sum him up
in three words for us aussies… he’s a “MAD C*NT HEY!”… Nick if your reading our intro for your
article relax, that is one of the highest local titles you can achieve ;)
NICK JACOBSON

LARS DA-NIEL TERKELSEN

I teamed up with Anders Krüger (Cabrinha

Lars is the artist. Sometimes he would be

filmmaker) and Lars Da-niel Terkelsen

really quiet in the car, and then suddenly

(number 1 photographer in my opinion).

come up with an idea that didn’t really

They are both their own characters. All

make much sense. But everything he

three of us, have the same way of thin-

does is just magical.

king regarding the approach towards

an idea for a shot, think it through, then

filming, stills and creating something

execute. He is an “out of the box” thinking

“different”. I couldn’t have asked for a

kind of guy. So the team was set, and off

better crew. Anders is the most chilled

we went to Cape Town for a 21 day shoot.

and honest guy that I know, and super

Sometimes we had an idea of what we

talented with a film camera. Sometimes I

wanted to do and sometimes we would

would be like; Where the h**l is Anders?

show up at a spot and scramble to make

And I would find him behind some rocks

anything happen...

He would have

on the beach, filming a dead bird or
something.

It was truly one of the best trips of my life.... read on...
Cape Town, South Africa is one of the top kiteboarding travel
destinations for Europeans during our long cold winter months.
High wind statistics, perfect waves, endless freestyle spots, famous
down-winders and an awesome lifestyle draw the masses like moths to a
fire. It’s all about variety in Cape Town, and this is exactly why I go to this
wonderful place every single winter, and have for 20 years now. You can
do pretty much everything you want here. The possibilities are endless.
The south-easterlies will be ON for as long as the forecast goes, and finding a great
spot to kite is easy. It’s also just as easy to find an alternative to keep you busy. From
cable park sessions to having a glass of wine surrounded by the most beautiful nature
on earth, Cape Town taught me a lot of different things during the years, but one thing
is sure, you will not be bored in this place.

INTRO PIC / There is a spot, about 1 hour drive out the west coast in Cape Town. It’s a small lagoon, with
different channels filled with water, going into big fields. When the wind is right, you can cruise in and
out. I always wanted to do something up there, but I never really knew what it could be. One day we
decided to buy A LOT of flowers to keep in our car for the perfect moment. This was it! There is no specific
purpose in this shot. All I know, is that it almost went wrong.. Check the video :-)
Jumping over, into and down from stuff is my specialty. The feeling of clearing a huge dodgy stone
pier, with the most sketchy take off, is such a rush. The risk of going for something that can easily go
really wrong, just can’t be put into words. First time I jumped it was a close call, and I thought I could
do it better. I ended up jumping over like 10 times or so. Each jump was different. I would either be
really close to the rocks, or I wouldn’t clear the whole thing.

When I was 6 years old, my dad moved to Cape Town to start a business. It wasn’t ideal for me
to live there back then, although we went to visit every winter. Back then I didn’t really get what
was so fantastic about this place, however over the years, it all cleared up. I decided that I would
try and live there when I was done with school. The plan was to go to Cape Town and study Math
and English.
It was when I turned 16 years old I left Denmark and went to Cape Town to spend time with
my dad. That’s when it was ON! He used to windsurf quite a bit back then. I thought it was cool,
but why wouldn’t he kitesurf? They jumped way higher, and it looked so much more fun. Some
of his friends had already made the switch to kites instead of masts, and my dad quickly realised
that kitesurfing was the new and exciting thing.
Each time I visit Cape Town its different. It’s a place where new relations are made. When
people get away from their everyday homelife, job and daily routine it lifts the stress off their
shoulders. And that’s the best way to create new bonds. It’s like one big family down there.
Everyone knows each other, so if it’s your first time there, don’t feel like an outsider. You will be
well received!

Shooting the FX
In September, I signed a contract with Cabrinha kiteboarding. That signature on that piece of
paper has already opened new doors for me. I was met with great respect by the whole team
and stoked to start the next chapter.
Both parties were quite certain that by teaming up we could make a great product and a lot of great things in the
future. The main idea was to make a kite that would suit a large majority of riders. I like to spice things up a bit on
the water. I like to be an overall kiteboarder, and not be locked on one thing. I know a lot of riders are looking for a
kite that has freeride elements, but still want the high performance freestyle kite. After A LOT of testing and a 1000
emails back and forth, in my opinion, we got it spot on.
Working with kite designer Pat Goodman, on the new FX kite has been a really great learning process for me. We
all ride kites, but how much do you actually know about the kite itself? It’s insane how much work goes into it! From
the biggest to the smallest details. Even minor changes have a huge impact on the final outcome. It’s been really
cool to learn all this, and test the different prototypes.

We were sitting at the local breakfast cafe, Carlucci´s one morning.
My phone rang, so I went outside to answer, which took ages. When
I came back, Lars and Anders had made a drawing of a guy who was
flying through the air, with different stuff happening in the shot. The
drawing was really bad, but the idea was good. So we went home
and Lars rigged up his gear. It was such a fun process.

As I mentioned before, I like to mix things up and

Another challenge was finding a good place

molecule. Because each molecule uses more space

try new things. I like to use the kite as a parachute,

to test. The difference between testing in cold

for motion, the air expands and becomes lighter.

because we can! We especially de-signed the FX to

conditions and warm conditions is major. Air is made

In other words, the same number of air molecules

act easy in gusty winds, and really powerful in light

up of molecules that are constantly in motion. As air

occupy a larger space or the same sized space with

conditions. That’s exactly what I had been looking

warms up, the molecules start to vibrate and bump

increased air pressure. With that being said, we had

for, for such a long time.

into each other, increasing the space around each

to test in both warm conditions and cold conditions.

Every time I go for a session at a new spot, I try to locate something out of the
norm to include in my session. This was my first session on the 14m2 FX kite.
It’s a light wind monster. 14 knots and I was cruising. Had a couple of close calls
making this shot, because of the wind direction.

Cape Town is an easy decision for testing because it’s got great conditions and it’s a great
place to shoot. You can find the video on cabrinha’s website cabrinhakites.com.

Sunset sessions are the absolute best! Especially when they are shared with good mates.
A downwinder with not too much wind and a perfect, beautiful sunset with the big vessels
awaiting to deliver theirs goods in Cape Town harbour.

Watch Nick Jacobsen in Fly me to the Moon here!

RIDE WITHUS IN 20 15
Enjoy latest twintip technology including exclusive Double Edge,
Basalt Carbon Compound and 100 % spread
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PROCREATOR
FREESTYLE AND WAKESTYLE
SIZES: 131x40 / 135x41 / 138x42

BREEZE

ADMIRAL

LIGHT WIND PERFORMANCE FREERIDE
SIZES: 145x44 / 158x46

PERFORMANCE FREERIDE
SIZES: 133x40 / 135x41 / 137x42

SPARK

ARMADA

FREERIDE PERFORMANCE FOR ALL RIDER LEVELS
SIZES: 132x40 / 136x41 / 142x42

PROFANITY

FREERIDE, FREESTYLE AND NEW SCHOOL
SIZES: 131x40 / 135x41 / 138x42

WAKESTYLE
SIZES: 137x42 / 141x43

SPIN

KB4GIRLS

FREERIDE PERFORMANCE FOR ALL RIDER LEVELS
SIZES: 134x40 / 139x42 / 144x43

FREERIDE, FREESTYLE AND NEW SCHOOL
SIZES: 130x39

For all latest twintip boards visit your local Best dealer or
X TENSION 3D
CONSTRUCTION

DOUBLE
EDGE

CARBON, BASALT
COMPOUND

SUPREMO
WOOD CORE
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West Australian Ramblings
Let’s start with the obvious, if you know anything about me, you already know that I normally
shoot and write about surfstyle kiting. I’m not going to fake this thing and pretend that I know
everything about freestyle, wakestyle, or even big air kiting. I was really happy to get the call to
come down to West Oz from my lavish, opulent life in Bali to shoot with some of the best ‘spray
tray’ riders in the game. (I sincerely apologise in writing if I have offended you with the spray
tray thing… deal with it). I always like to cast my gaze through my Canon light and megapixel
capturing devices upon things that are fast, beautiful and full of funny names like Cromob 9
or some such thing. So I jumped at the chance, even though that would separate me from my
beloved wife and daughter for the better part of 11 days.
JASON WOLCOTT

Aaron Hadlow makes the most of a long summers day in West Oz.

I landed in Perth and after clearing customs was greeted
by free-ride legend in the making, Craig Cunningham..
After a quick lesson in the harsh financial reality of Western
Australia, I bought a bottle of water for 5 dollars… really?
5 dollars! We moved south at a crawl through the snarled
traffic and orderliness of the gleaming city of Perth.
We set a course toward Australia’s kiteboarding mecca,
the area south of Fremantle. Craig’s secret lover, the smooth
talking, omnipresent lady that calls the intricate inner
working of his Samsung Galaxy S5 home, flawlessly guided
us through the perilous web of speed cameras, motorists
actually driving the speed limit, and strange road names that
even the lady in the phone has a hard time pronouncing.
The lady in the phone will play a major roll in this narrative,
which you will no doubt notice.

Craig Cunningham puts the icing on the cake with a little solo session at Woodies.

As I had some time to kill before I could check into
my digs, Craig ran me by his place, a sprawling mansion
filled with some of the sports’ most distinguished
protagonists. Australian Ewan Jaspan seemed to be the
designated leader of the house, that is, until Canadian
smart-ass and king of banter, Sam Medysky who promptly
shut off the Xbox 360 and lashed out at the electronically
enraptured Ewan and his digital opponent, 2013 world
champion Alex Pastor. Medysky proceeded to let them
know how they were wasting their collective lives and
burning holes in their brains as well as the couch and to
get their asses outside and go kiteboarding for f%cks
sake…
At that point, the voice of reason, the amazing Colleen
Carol, Dr. Cunningham’s better looking, better half,
walked through the door like a fresh breeze, and who
to my surprise was not at all jealous of Craig’s obsession
with the talking GPS lady who resides in his phone. I
would later learn about the bizarre love triangle involving
Craig, Colleen and the GPS lady, and even I grew to love
her for her highly informative advice and no nonsense
approach to life and road directions. The fact that she
knows where the gas station is when the fuel light is on
was what threw me over the edge and into what has
now become a strange yet delightful foursome. You
see, I live in a developing country, a place that not even
the GPS lady would be able to understand. Back to Ms.
Carroll, she politely introduced herself, and as quickly
as she appeared, she was off to set up her board for the
afternoon session.
After a long early morning flight, I had to get outside
and was way relieved to walk into the growing sea breeze,
as my synapses were still having trouble processing the
exchange that took place between Pastor, Ewan, and
the comedic genius, Medysky. Craig and I zoomed off
in our shit bucket rental Hyundai to what would be my
home for the next week. It was a glorious 1 story home

Colleen Carol with a stylish stalefish

alex pastor will be gunning
for another world title
this year, WA was the perfect
place to work it all out
after his injury last year.

situated directly across the street from one of the best flat water kite
spots in all the world, The Pond. Craig took the tour with me of my
favourable locale, which was given by the lord of the manner, Dave,
a man who spends a lot of time talking to underwater robots. You
see he is a builder of amazing aquatic machines known by those in
the know as R.O.V’s. Craig and Dave had a lot in common as they
both have an affinity for artificial intelligence and kiteboarding as it
turned out. I could clearly sense Craig would give up the luxuries of
the mansion and trade places with me at the drop of a hat to move
himself, Colleen, and the GPS lady into my newly carpeted, bunk
bed equipped palace by the sea. I settled in and got ready for my
first day behind the lens in W.A.
The first session started with a shade of foreshadowing as the
clouds and the wind disrupted our image making. I had heard that
they have a name for the wind around there called the ‘Fremantle
Doctor’… I am not sure why they call it that, but as it turned out,
the doctor was out sick for the week. The wind was fluky, strange,
gusty, and from the wrong direction, but hey, it was still windy so we
decided to shoot overshot spots from under shot angles.

Aaron Hadlow had time to fit in a late afternoon chicken salad...
who named that grab anyway?

The next day was when the weather really started
playing games, it was strong and would shift
direction every 15 minutes or so. When it finally
made up its mind, it made the groin at Woodies
into a protected flat-water wonderland, with a great
back drop to photograph 5 time world Champion,
Aaron Hadlow, the newly signed North team rider.
In my mind and most others, he is the kiteboarding
master of the universe. Joining Aaron where the
likes of Colleen Carroll, Craig Cunningham, and
Manuela Jungo. We stayed until the sun made its
way over the azure blue horizon closing yet another
amazing day in West Oz.

“Front edge crashing is the worse possible crash
you can get. You’re eyes will open from the
water pressure, feeling like you lost an eye, and
a very big bitchslap in your face, while having
difficulties breathing…” TACK

World Champ Christophe Tack showing us how he won the title
Backside 317 - “The progression is pretty straight forward, It goes from a blind judge (Railey - backside 180 ) to a 720 rotation. You
need to stomp back side 315 every time before even thinking about going 7. The last 180 is a total mind game tho. Before going
for the second pass you need to make sure you’re lower body/ legs are continuing the spin. Loads of riders have trouble going 7
because they are so used to go 5. It’s a slightly different take off and there is no way to bail out once you start going! Front edge
crashing is the worse possible crash you can get. You’re eyes will open from the water pressure, feeling like you lost an eye, and a
very big bitchslap in your face, while having difficulties breathing… Then it’s another mind game to ‘get back on the horse’!!” Tack

As the days marched on, the skin on my lips and the bottom of my feet began to crack from the
subsequent lack of humidity brought on by the dry arid climate. My hard drive was being fed large
quantities of megabits nightly and leaving me numb, tired, dazed and confused by the sheer number
of amazing riders finding their way in front of my lens. At one point, I had the current world champ
Christophe Tack, Liam Whaley, Mark Jacobs, and former world champ, Alex Pastor, busting out powered
wakestyle tricks that I will surely need to look up in the Tricktionary. Followed shortly thereafter by a
slider session with Alex James Lewis-Hughes, Sam Medysky, Craig Cunningham, Ewan Jaspan, and
Elliot Drury that ended with yet another beautiful sunset. I walked home with a smile on my face all the
while looking out for Brown Snakes basking in the warmth of the sandy footpath that led home.

There comes a time that a change of scenery is in order and
when that day arrived, I said goodbye to my house mates,
a pack of raved kite instructors and a loan backpacker,

It is a hydraulic bomb of a wave slurping and slamming metres away from the wind scoured beach, with

and packed the car for a drive south towards my favourite

howling side-shore wind, so I quickly talked young Billy into sampling the mayhem. He rode the horrible

place on earth, Margaret River. I was joined by two of

beast with the grace and skill of someone far more experienced than any 15-year-old prodigy should be

kiteboarding’s super couples, Manuela Jungo and style

able to.

master James Boulding, as well as Colleen and Craig. We

We then headed further south towards a flat water haven protected by barrier sandbars and dunes.

made our way to the house of up and coming North team

The wind was howling, and bitingly cold, quite unlike what we were used to in Perth. We dropped a small

rider Billy Hampton who’s family had graciously invited

aluminum boat in the water with a motor that should have been retired years earlier, and made the short

us to spend some time at their hand crafted house in the

voyage to the other side of the inlet to find butter smooth water thanks to the 1 meter high dunes that shield

woods, an architectural delight filled with warmth, art, and

it from the lashing winds. We proceeded to shoot until nearly dark bagging more glorious megapixels

welcoming smiles, as well as homemade wood fired pizza

before loading the small boat with camera gear and nearly frozen people for what should have been a 5

and tasty coffee. We quickly unloaded unessential gear

minute ride. Young Billy took the helm and began to pilot us home as his father, our former captain, kited

and headed out to a wave spot that I had been longing to

back to the boat ramp.

photograph but never had the chance.

Sometimes its nice just to send it and check out the veiw. Craig Cunningham.

James Boulding styling over a late afternoon plate of diamonds

A quick group shot at the Hamptons. left to right. Jason Wolcott, The Hampton
family, Craig Cunningham, Collen Carrol Mauala Jungo, James Boulding.

Ryland = style. respected, powerful, surf style master.

We made our way to one of Ryland’s favourite spots and made the
long walk up the lonely wind swept beach for a quick session.
Not long after, the motor began to act strange and

enough of it, Mark decided to have a go at fixing the

had made plans to transfer my camera gear and self

Sadly, the long drive back to Perth would be the

rebel against the tired, cold occupants of the small

broken motor. A matter of minutes later, we were

into the trust of the soon to arrive Ryland Blakeney

end of my last day shooting in W.A. as I would be

craft. Something inside the outboard motor broke

back in business zooming thankfully back to the boat

who along with Dan Jones, and Rowdy had driven

heading north to Lancelin to watch the wave contest

causing the throttle to stop working and allowing the

ramp and on to the Hampton’s house for wood fired

down for the day. The wind was already on so the

and enjoy some time on the beach getting to see

small boat to be blown into the weedy shore. Craig

pizza and beer instead of sleeping in the woods

crew headed out for a quick kicker session before I

some old friends and make some new ones, leaving

and I decided to start rowing to no avail, as we were

wrapped in kites.

said my goodbyes. After getting a few more shots I

the photography for the event photographer to

completely out of sync causing the little boat to thrash

The next day found us at one of the most beautiful

jumped into Ryland’s off-road beast to head back to

capture. But damn, they had a good chopper pilot

and weave left and right, and make no headway. We

beaches any of us had ever seen. Red granite

more familiar territory, to shoot wave kiting with the

and I wished I were the guy hanging out the door…

really needed the GPS lady at that point, she would

jutting into the Indian Ocean, which was a shade of

newly arrived group, who had come down to chase

Craig, Colleen, and the GPS lady were kind enough

have sorted it all out. Finally, Mark, Billy’s dad, came

translucent aqua marine, it really has to be seen to be

some waves and strong wind. We made our way to

to make sure that I made it to the airport ending a

to the rescue letting his son kite back to dry land. We

believed. I had been there before on the ‘filthy west’

one of Ryland’s favourite spots and made the long

great week and a half in WA. Just a quick thanks to all

made our way upwind to the protected dunes and

trip with Ben Wilson, Ian Alldredge, Josh Mulcoy and

walk up the lonely wind swept beach for a quick

those who made my stay so memorable especially the

began to march through the soggy estuary. Having

Ryland Blakeney and I was delighted to be back. We

session.

Samsung Galaxy GPS lady.

Head South Young Man
On a hot and sweaty afternoon on the last day of my trip, I was upstairs
in Ryland Blakeney’s house when my phone rang. It was Ollie J saying
that I should call Hudson from SHQ-Cabrinha before I leave. I proceeded
to do just that and spoke to ‘Hudo’ for about 10 minutes and came up
with a plan. I could not resist heading back down to WA even with the
deadline of this here issue looming like an executioner. I left my camera
gear in Rylands guest room, not an easy thing for a photographer to do.
After all, I pay my rent, feed my kid, pay my insurance etc. all with that
bag of metal, plastic, and glass. It did not help that Ry was teasing me
saying he was going to sell my stuff to put his kids through collage, or
at least have an Australia day bash at my expense… that would be one
party to remember considering my bag is worth around 30k.
I got on the plane traveling lighter than I had in the past 20 years, this
must have led to my moment of weakness in the duty free shops in the
Perth airport, but that’s a whole different article that has to do with a love
of fine Gin, stuffed animals for my little girl, and electronics. I had two
weeks at home in Bali, mostly writing words that you have read or will
soon read. My focus was on getting the mag done before squeezing
in one last trip before putting this issue to bed and sending it off to the
printer. I could not help but check the forecast in anticipation, but to my
horror, the trusty Seabreeze forecast was claiming cloudy with light wind
until the day I was scheduled to fly out again. There is nothing worse than
traveling away from things that need to be done and into a potentially
bad forecast, but hey, at the very least I had to go see if Ryland had spent
the money from the sale of my camera gear on something worthwhile…
I arrived and waited a few hours for the crew to arrive from the east
coast, they were on a Cabrinha demo tour with the last stop being in
Perth. The plan was to get picked up, liberate my cameras and head

Dan “dont call me Sweety” SweenEy

to the beach. As I exited the building I could not help but notice the
blanket of grey clouds, the limp flags hanging from the pole like dead
horses, and the heat. Sometimes you just have to change the plan and
make things happen, the next few pages show you that just because the
forecast is shit, don’t give up hope, head south young man, head south.
JASON WOLCOTT

Sometimes a good old fashion Raley just
feels good. stretches the back out, warms
you up for the rest of the session...
Dan Sweeney

Sunset carves, when the water is this flat it’s hard not to throw out
some buckets when you’re turning around!

We stumbled upon a spot of unbelievable beauty in Albany, white
sand and clear water and no one to be seen for miles

Head South Young Man

Finding a bank to bonk, natural obstacles are everywhere if you look close enough for them.

It’s all about tweaking out grabs, they add style but only if done properly.

butter+butter

=james bouildin
g

utterly butterly - There is no better feeling in kiteboarding than a good ol’ butter slide in flat water.

We flew into Perth from Brisbane, there was zero wind,
clouds and rain. So we made the decision to go for a
five hour drive down south on the chase for wind. We
definitely made the right decision, we scored big time.
Constant wind for 11 m , flat crystal clear water and
nice sunny weather :) Until next year ‘Straya’
liam whaley

Head South Young Man
Making the most of the consitant wind and
a fun spot with hardley anyone around,
Liam Whaley rides in the golden hour light.

You can often tell a lot about a person by the faces
they pull mid trick. Liam Whaley is one of the fiercest
competitors you will meet on the water, and a strange
version of a young Jim Carrey the rest of the time.

Back
Mobe 540
Warning, you will face plant
while learning this trick.

Come in with good speed, place your kite at 45 degrees. Bare off downwind, now unhook with
your arms comfortably straight and pop aggressively into a back roll (for slack purposes) kicking
your back leg towards the sky. Pull the bar into your hip with both of your hands and as soon as
you feel the kite slack proceed for the pass. Once you have passed the bar you should be at least
half a metre off the water. To get that extra 180 degrees keep on turning your head in the direction
that your are spinning and swing your arm to get the rest of your body to turn. Try to point your
board downwind as you are spotting your landing. Bend your knees as you take the impact and
ride away like a boss. Before you learn this trick you should be very comfortable with your regular
Back Mobes. ~ Liam Whaley

Head South Young Man

Alex James Lewis-Hughes…. AKA

Rowdy
JASON WOLCOTT

A to be left nameless, world renowned strapless kitesurfer, who I actually consider
to be the best in the world or at least in the top 2 called me one day a few years
back. He said “dude, who the hell is the rowdy jackass? What is he trying to prove by
attacking me on the forums?”
I had to be honest with him and told him I had no idea what he was talking about.
“I’m going to buy a ticket from LA to AUS and rent a car. I’m going to drive to his
house, knock him out, eat some fast food, return the car, and get back on the plane…”
Ok, now you really got my attention… I mean, this guy is a pacifist, except when
he got banned from the local hockey league for fighting… What could this Rowdy
guy have said that made this kid so pissed off? I had a look at the forums and had to
admit, some of the stuff was pretty gnarly, but pretty true too. I mean, he had a point,
although it was a bit technical for my liking and brain capacity.

I had a 5-hour car ride with him (Rowdy) in the bag before I started rolling tape, so I had a
good idea of the questions I wanted answered… all but the bit about Bigfoot and America.

I heard from a few of the guys that were in WA that I was coming down to shoot with

As luck would have it, I found this Rowdy guy to be ok… I mean, yeah, he has an opinion

say Rowdy would be there… I played ice hockey for 12 years, and know how to stick

about a lot of things and is not shy about sharing it… but that’s not a bad thing. The fact

up for a teammate… I had planed on saving my friend a flight and knocking him out

that he is so passionate about the sport is admirable whether you agree with his stance or

myself… but hey, I’m a pacifist too…now. So I decided to take some photos of this

not. Needless to say, he still has his front teeth, my buddy in Cali still needs to buy a plane

opinionated fellow and interview him to see what makes him tick.

ticket, and you have one hell of an interview in front of your eyes.
WOLCOTT

Why do you have so many names?
My great, great, great grandfather joined

“Most kite brands are stupid, for the most part they don’t know who is
or isn’t a good rider; most of being a pro for a lot of brands is about
coming from the right market and knowing the right people.”

names with his wife and it’s been like that
ever since. It’s pretty annoying because my
name doesn’t fit on forms and usually they
leave the hyphen out or something and
then can’t find me in the system.
How long have you been kiting?
Since 2002.
You seem like a pretty talented guy
around a board… why kiteboarding?
Well my dad and uncle were into windsurfing
so I originally got into that, I guess it was a
natural progression from there to get into
kiteboarding.
I took a look at your blog after having a
nice giant jack and ginger to settle my
nerves… I actually read some of your
posts… the glass eye guy was a pretty
noble act. What else do you do in your
spare time other than saving overdosed
one-eyed f***kups?
Hmmm, that guy was scary. I guess
boardsports obviously, skate, surf, wake, but
if I’m not outdoors I like mucking around
designing graphics, reading articles or just
stirring up the internet and getting people
skitzy.
What the hell is a rowdy?
Ask Bill Crang.
You told me that you are a professional
vagrant, please explain?
va~grant
a. One who wanders from place to place
without a permanent home or a means of
livelihood.
b. Archaic A wanderer; a rover.
2. One who lives on the streets or constitutes
a public nuisance.
3. An animal occurring beyond its normal
range; an accidental.

The beauty of our sport is no matter what the wave is doing we can self generate lay
back power hacks like this whenever we please. Rowdy obliging with style at his
home break somewhere near Byron Bay.

STEVE MCCORMACK

Pretty well classifies it ha ha.

WOLCOTT

How many stamps do you have in your passport?

What keeps you motivated?

No idea, it’s getting pretty full, but I’ve been to a lot of beaches ha ha. I wouldn’t

Different things all the time, mainly I stay motivated though because

mind travelling to a few more out there places.

I don’t get stuck on the one thing. I do lots of different sports and

How has travelling changed your perception of the human race?

ride lots of different boards behind the kite, just like kiteboarding

I don’t think it has really changed my perception of people too much as most

should be.

countries have some of every type of human; what I think it has changed was

In your opinion, who is the most annoying person in

my perception of my own life and how lucky I am compared with what others

kiteboarding?

have been dealt. I make a lot of jokes but I’m honestly grateful for the life I’ve

Jeezus… probably Ewan Jaspan ha ha. Nah, he’s annoying but

been given, I can’t thank my parents enough to have raised me where they did.

there’s worse people for sure. Kiteboarding has tons of people that

Sometimes you seem to be opinionated, what do you hope to change/

are on a wacky level just claiming and writing bullshit around the

gain by telling ignorant people they are ignorant? Will it shift the balance

place, I wouldn’t know where to start. Maybe me?

of power in the universe?

What are your plans for the next few months?

I don’t hope to gain anything really, usually I just hope I piss someone off ha ha.

Off to South Africa and then onwards to Morocco after that.

I dunno, the internet has always seemed like such a funny thing to me. People

How can we follow your movements across the planet?

get angry just reading text that they don’t even fully understand the context it’s

Though the teachings of the misguided… seriously though you can

written in, or get angry over some stupid social media thing… I find it fun to

just check out all my stupid social media things that people need to

play with that, I guess it’s all pretty stupid really. If you’re talking about my views

have to be considered as a “pro kiteboarder” these days…

on kiting I guess I just hope to push the sport to progress forward in some way

@le_tranq

or another.

alexanderlewishughes.com

What are a few things you always bring along when you travel?
Laptop, passport, camera… are you going to rob me?

Sometimes progression
is hard, it takes a few
talented individuals
to show everyone
what’s really
possible. Wake skating/
skateboarding is a
perfect example of this,
people once thought
that even doing a kick
flip was impossible, now
you have unknown
shredders around
the globe doing the
unthinkable…

WOLCOTT

Why have most of the top riders stopped caring
about unhooking?
Because they don’t have to.
Most kite brands are stupid, for the most part they
don’t know who is or isn’t a good rider; most of being
a pro for a lot of brands is about coming from the
right market and knowing the right people. Why put
your body and equipment on the line for the sake of
progression if you can just go out there, relax and have
fun? I think that’s a big factor for most riders, add to that
that people have kind of started to accept that it’s ok
to just stay hooked in and you’ve got you’re answer…
Imagine if pro wakestyle riders just started riding
hooked in again, it would be exactly the same thing.
Sometimes progression is hard, it takes a few talented
individuals to show everyone what’s really possible.
Wake skating/skateboarding is a perfect example of
this, people once thought that even doing a kick flip
was impossible, now you have unknown shredders
around the globe doing the unthinkable… it’s all time
and effort, people just have to be committed enough
to take it there. Kitesurfing is no different. Hell look at
Lou in 2001-2 compared to everyone else and how
most kiters then reacted to what he was doing…

WOLCOTT

Is unhooking really that big of a deal? I’m

What

talking about surf style for the most part, I

kiteboarding?

get it when it comes to wake style… but for

There’s lot of things that I don’t particularly

To be honest I’m sure people probably expect me to say its shit ha ha. I don’t actually, I think it’s cool

surf style kiting? Is being unhooked that

like, I mean I do love doing the sport but

because it shows another side of the sport and it’s something that’s pretty unique to kiting. What I do

important? Don’t try and sell me that stale

certain things definitely get me annoyed.

think though is that it has garnered far too much hype and respect. I mean ultimately probably the best

bullshit about how it opens you up and lets

Pretty high up on the list for me would

guy in this competition (Hadlow) is doing it for a laugh. What do I mean? Well Hadlow isn’t out there

you do better turns… really… what’s your

probably be the way pros and people

everyday training to do big loops and boosts, he just goes in the event because he knows it’s good

opinion on this topic?

associated with the sport act. What am I

for his profile. What’s he doing the rest of the year? Training hard on pushing himself and progressing

Depends in what context you’re talking to me

talking about? Well, just the way so many

the sport. Other people in this competition try to push it like it’s the biggest most progressive thing in

about it in ha ha. Is it a big deal to my dad or

people are basically putting on this big fake

kiteboarding, because really for most of those people it’s all they have… I think that it’s only natural for

other guys down the beach? No. Why? Because

act… they walk around telling everyone

people to do stuff like that, but the problem is that people who don’t know any better start to actually

they aren’t trying to prove or progress anything,

how awesome everything is and how

believe them. Most the top 30 world tour riders could likely place well in King ff the Air, the same could

they are just guys down the beach having fun. Is

stoked they are all the time about kiting,

not be said in reverse. I think the event is great, but ultimately it needs to be taken with a big grain of salt.

it a big deal if you’re paid to be a “kitesurfer”?

but behind closed doors they are super

Yeah I think so, because ultimately if you’re

bitter and talking shit about lots of stuff. The

Rowdy can talk.... in fact so much so we had to split this interview into two!

paid to do that, you’re meant to be the best of

more people you get to know in kiting the

Stay tuned in issue 3 for more or check out www.freedomkitemag.com

the best, your job is to progress the sport and

more you realise that this type of person

push whatever you’re doing to the next level…

is basically the norm. Kiting is boring and

hanging from a 40 foot chicken rope with your

fake. Other sports have lots of people that

Just because you have an opinion

kite at lunch isn’t progressing anything. If you

aren’t afraid to publicly say what they think

get it for wakestyle, then you should get it for

about different things involved with the

doesn’t mean you are hating on

the same reason for surf style… all the same

sport, but as soon as you do that in kiting

arguments could be made for both, wake skate

people think you are a c#nt… Just because

as well.

you have an opinion doesn’t mean you are

What do you wish kiteboarding had more of?

hating on something, or someone. People

I wish it had more companies that were

in kiting can’t seem to separate having an

rider owned and run and focused more on

opinion on brands, tricks or things from

sponsoring and promoting kiteboarding as

having an opinion of the person related to

a legitimate board riding platform. Most kite

those things.

brands these days (along with the amazingly
bad media surrounding the sport) are solely to
blame for the image portrayed of us as they are
the ones pushing the riders and telling them
what to do… so if they have no idea, then what
hope do we have as a sport?

is

the

worst

thing

about

What do you think about the whole king of the air contest thing?...
seems like a completely different take on kiting?

something, or someone.

STEVE MCCORMACK

Freestyle
Kiteboarding
in the waves
SAM LIGHT

ROB SHARKEY

It’s the area of our sport where I think we have an advantage over
other sports, for example we don’t have to paddle out the back and
duck dive a dozen waves to catch one wave, we can jump over the
waves and ride twice as many! We don’t need to rely on anyone else
to drive, or pay for petrol for a jet ski, wakeboarding boat or cable
park, we use free wind power to explore and ride wherever we want
to go. Our kite enables us to ride waves no other sports can, no
other sport can even come close.
I use to skateboard a lot when I was younger and to me kiting
in the waves is just one big dynamic skate park, there are moving
ramps everywhere, each one so unique in that you will never have
the same wave again, and this makes freestyle in the waves harder
than any other type of freestyle. Freestyle in flat water is still hard as
the kite still can do its own thing and you normally wait for a nice
gust to do your trick; in the waves you have to wait for the right
gust and the right wave to come and at exactly the right time! So it
can be tricky to know what you are going to get as there’s so many

Kiteboarding in waves is where I see the most potential for progression; there are
infinite ways to use waves with a kite, from surfboards with straps or without, twin

variables, plus if you do make one mistake it can be the end of your
session!
Then you have the wind direction, this changes the dynamics of

tips with straps or bindings, wakeskates, skimboards, you name it you can use it

what you can do on, off, over, inside or in front of the wave. I do

on a wave! Performing tricks in waves is the hardest form of kiteboarding, there

different tricks depending on the conditions and wind direction,

are so many variables. It is physically demanding and carries more risk, because
of this I think its more rewarding and the coolest part of freestyle kiteboarding.

when it’s onshore I really enjoy trying to do re-entry tricks, taking
off and landing on the same wave. The best direction for using
the waves as ramps is cross-shore; when the wind is 18-25 knots
its prime conditions to throw flips, grabs and rotations. Its not all
about landing 900’s and double back flips, its about having fun and

Melon Frontside 3
Ed’s note: Kiting in boots in waves is dangerous! Sam told me of some freaky pin downs
he has had... the wave will pin you to the bottom if you wipe out so be careful!

Melon frontside 180
doing what feels good, even though my videos consist

Choosing the right wave; different waves are better

of mostly unhooked technical tricks I probably do way

for different tricks similar to kickers at the cable park.

more hooked in tricks during my session, as the simple

Steeper waves are better for inverts as they throw you

stuff feels good and perfecting those basics helps you

into a rotation and flatter waves are better for spinning.

so much when you want to try harder tricks.

Most people think you need big waves, but in fact you

Top Tips for Freestyle in the waves:

only need really small waves kiting as you have the kite

There’s a few tips that will help you massively, firstly

to boost you into the air as well, so wave selection is

practicing wakeboarding at the cable park has helped

also a big part of it. Choosing the time to try a trick is

me loads, perfecting the basic rotations and embedding

important, like surfing you don’t want to try something

the muscle memory into your body through repetition.
Freestyle Kiteboarding in the waves
It’s much easier at the cable park as its always the same,

new off the first wave of a set because if you do crash
then you have the rest of the waves trying to drown

your kite!
so once you have developed a few skills when you do
Kiteboarding in waves is where I see the most potential for
find that perfect wave kiting, you can use the skills from
progression;
thereout
areyour
infinite
the
cable and bust
bestways
tricks!to use waves with a kite,
from surfboards with straps or without, twin tips with straps or
bindings, wakeskates, skimboards, you name it you can use
it on a wave! Performing tricks in waves is the hardest form
of Kiteboarding, there are so many variables, it physically
demanding and carries more risk, because of this I think its
more rewarding and the coolest part of freestyle Kiteboarding.
It’s the area of our sport where I think we have an advantage
over other sports, for example we don’t have to paddle out the
back and duck dive a dozen waves to catch one wave, we can
jump over the waves and ride twice as many! We don’t need
to rely on anyone else to drive, or pay for petrol for a jet ski,
wakeboarding boat or cable park, we use free wind power to
explore and ride wherever we want to go. Our kite enables
us to ride waves no other sports can, no other sport can even
come close.
I use to skateboard a lot when I was younger and to me Kiting in
the waves is just one big dynamic skate park, there are moving
ramps everywhere, each one so unique in that you will never
have the same wave again, this makes freestyle in the waves
harder than any other type of freestyle. Freestyle in flat water
is still hard as the kite still can do its own thing and you normally

Approaching the wave; it’s really important to have a good line into
your wave, choose your trick long before and visualise it in your head
before you leave the beach; choose your take off point early and slowly
bare off downwind. Don’t make sudden movements downwind towards
your kite, slowly flatten your board off and try to hit the wave with your
board completely flat so you leave the wave with a nice on-axis rotation
that you can control.
Suicide leash; if your comfortable throwing unhooked tricks in the waves
then you should be comfortable enough attaching your leash straight to
your chicken loop, as often if you make a simple mistake such as missing
the bar your kite does not immediately crash in the water. Often you will
have time to quickly pull in your leash and steer the kite out of the water,
always make sure you have a release system in your leash just in case you
can’t launch your kite, as you don’t want to be attached to your kite if it all
goes wrong and its pulling you underwater.
Over 35:
If it’s blowing above 30 knots I won’t be so focused on unhooked tricks
as it’s so hard when you’re overpowered on a small kite, trying to unhook
will just de-motivate you! When it gets that windy it’s so fun just to send
it and see how high you can get. The ideal jumping conditions are when
the wind is cross shore or even slightly offshore to hold the wave in the
perfect shape, then you need to load as much tension in your lines as
possible, by sending your kite in the opposite direction, while holding
your edge as long as you can before the kite rips you off the water. As I’m
writing this I’m getting ready for the Redbull King of the Air tomorrow.
This ‘extreme’ big air event is all about going big in over 30 knots, going
as high as you possibly can! Then adding risk to your jump by looping
the kite as low as you can to catapult yourself through the air. Cape Town
attracts this style of riding because of the consistent strong wind and big
waves, you go higher here than anywhere else and it’s one of the hardest
places to do freestyle. If you can do it here you can do it anywhere.

Surfstyle or freestyle...
You can’t beat the old power hack,
cause its just feels damn good!

Slingshot does Barra Grande
VICTOR HAYS

VINCENT BERGERON

Every year Slingshot brings a few international team riders for a little trip somewhere in the world. Basically to spend 10 days shooting
with Patrick Wieland, and this year Sam Light, Alex Fox, Carlos Mario, Andre Phillip, Mauricio Abreu and myself were the lucky few.
We also had the talented Vincent Bergeron taking part in this journey as our main photographer.

Slinghot’s boy wonder, Carlos Mario, with a mega-loop
front roll high above the sunset in Barra Grande.

To organize a trip like this take a lot more than you may
think. Not only to plan how to get everyone their new 2015
RPM quiver to Brazil (a country with very strict import duties)
but also make sure that all the ten people that were coming
from all over the world would arrive at around the same time
so we could all get into 2 trucks for an eight hour drive to
this newfound Kite paradise called Barra Grande. Luckily we
had the guys from Jeri Trip Tours waiting for us in their brand
new Toyota Hiluxes to drive us there, so even though the
drive was long, it was very enjoyable.
Barra Grande is a magical place at the border between
Ceara and Piaui, where the wind blows almost all year
around. The kite conditions there are amazing too. Because
of the big tides in those regions of Brazil, Barra Grande
offers all types of riding conditions in one single day. From
perfect flat water channels at low tide to waves and ramps at
high tide and everything else in-between. As if that weren’t
enough, you still have the option to do a five-minute downwinder to the most perfect lagoon surrounded by beautiful
mangrove forests.

Barra Grande is a magical
place at the border
between Ceara and Piaui,
where the wind blows
almost all year around.

The infrastructure in Barra Grande was also very surprising, again, this is a very remote place

Part 2 - A Barra Grande Perfect Day

and not very known yet so I didn’t expect that it would have so much to offer, but maybe this

We were in Barra Grande for ten full days and everyday was pretty much the same,

was because we stayed in one of the best places Barra Grande has to offer. The place we stayed

perfect! At 7am the sun was up and the wind was already picking up so it would

was called Pousada Ventos Nativos. Mathieu is the owner and besides him speaking 4 different

be time to get up and get moving before Eric eats all the food from the breakfast

languages, he is also a very good kiteboarder and a big fan of Slingshot. Mathieu moved to Barra

buffet. (I don’t blame him, it was one of the best breakfasts I have ever had in Brazil.)

Grande almost ten years ago and in the last few he has built this amazing place right on the beach

By 8am we would be rigging up and getting ready to hit the water. It seemed that

with brand new rooms, ocean-front bungalows and a great bar/lounge facing the kite spot.
We arrived there right before sunset and within seconds we were hanging out at the bar,
drinking cold beers all the while watching Carlos Mario ripping on the water. Needless to say the
trip had started well.

our trip was perfectly timed with the tide because we had low tide in the morning
and that would give us ideal flat water right in front of the Pousada. Patrick and
Vincent loved that because they wouldn’t have to walk very far to shoot us riding.

Switch Nose grab Backmobe 5
Any grabbed Mobe 5 is really hard, combining the extra rotation and grab makes it one of the hardest tricks, the
way I learnt them is by repeatedly practicing all the different parts of the trick separately, then add them together;
firstly nose grab roll to reverts - you need to clock up hundreds of these to embed the muscle memory of the grab
while spinning a backroll, then practice your nose grab back mobes - grabbing a mobe completely changes the
rotation so its important to get use to the rotation while grabbing, it doesn’t always work naturally (I can only do
grabbed mobe 5’s switch), then practice your mobe 5s - basically do a backmobe slightly higher than normal, keep
the bar really close to your body and as low as possible when spinning (this will help you spin more easily), when
you have completed your mobe rotation if you lift your back leg up slightly to bring it around another 180 and spot
your landing, then basically combine all of those together and you have a nose grab mobe 5! One of the hardest,
steeziest tricks in the book! ~ Sam Light

By 11am the tide would be coming up already. The

If breakfast was that good, we could only imagine

After a good and well-deserved nap we slowly start to gather around this grassy

wind would also get stronger with the increasing tide

what lunch would be like. And yes, it was amazing and

area for a “slack line” session (of which Linus is the master) and a quick Capoeira/

and by noon the scenery had changed completely.

there was so much of it! We had Brazilian rice with

Jujitsu workshop from Mauricio and Carlos. Now that we were all awake again,

Where we had perfect flat water for freestyle/

local beans (feijoada), farofa de banana, local shrimps,

It was time to go ride. The wind, of course is still strong, and there were some

wakestyle tricks, now you could see the waves and

grilled veggies and in the center of all that, a huge

nice ramps from the high tide. We decided however, to make our first journey

ramps everywhere and Carlos and Mathieu knew how

grilled fish cooked to perfection. Mathieu did warn

downwind to the lagoon.

to take advantage of that. They were boosting huge

us that we would all get “preguiça” after that meal,

For Patrick and Vincent the table had now turned, as they had to get themselves to

kite-loops, but since some of us still love our knees, we

I quickly asked Mauricio what that meant and to my

the lagoon and the only way to get there is by donkey. They said the ride was super

decided to go in and let Carlos and Mathieu put on the

surprise that meant “lazy” and wow Mathieu was right,

fun and relaxing, but we were too busy enjoying our downwinder and boosting

mega-loop show... It was lunchtime already anyway.

we all got lazy after lunch.

some big jump to even notice them riding the donkeys down.

The godfather getting back to his roots and
paying homage to the foundation that he built.
Mauricio Abreu flicking a varial flip

There are mangroves
everywhere and that gave
Vincent a huge smile as he
could shoot everywhere with
an amazing background,

the water to help me (as I try to untangle myself from inside Eric’s kite).
At the end of it I was ok, yes, I did destroy Eric’s 7m Fuel, but what
really matters was that no one got hurt.
By now it’s 5pm and it’s almost dark. The sun is setting and the colors
were amazing. You could hear Vincent screams of happiness, as he is
incentivized Carlos and Sam to keep kiting. Vincent is a machine and
he wasn’t going to miss that perfect sunset. (Little did he know that
perfect sunsets are an everyday thing in Barra Grande.) After a quick
up-wind ride we all got back to Ventos Nativos and by 8pm we were
all showered, tired, and very hungry! DINNER TIME!
Part 3 - Small Town, Big Love!
Barra Grande is a small town that loves kiteboarding. It seems like
everyone in town knew who we were because every night some new
restaurant invited us over. And the food was not what I had expected,
again! The first night we ate at this amazing outdoor restaurant called
“KiteBliss”. Giant meals with the whole team are always a great time
and the tables under the big tree and cold beer flowing non-stop
made even better. Everyone on the slingshot team basically just takes
turns giving each other shit for something. Since I am French, i usually
endure the majority of this. As the food arrived however, the ramblings
of useless jibber jabber from the likes of Fox and Wieland subsides to
the sounds of the whole team saying “Yum” It was the perfect end to
the best first day you could ask for.
All the restaurants in town were great, we even ate at this little

There are mangroves everywhere and that

so flat, I just wish we had the PKRA events in

and unfortunately it was my turn to provide

place that served “Prato- feito” meals that the tables were pretty

gave Vincent a huge smile as he could shoot

lagoons like this one. Needless to say, Linus

the show. Sam was giving a launch to Eric in

much at the lady’s living room. We also eat at this great place called

everywhere with an amazing background,

and I were having the best time ever. A huge

a weird wind shadow near the mangroves, his

“BANDOLEIROS” just down the street from our pousada. The place

and that day we weren’t the only guys riding

bonus was that we even got the chance to

kite was absolutely slacked with no power and

was an amazing atmosphere and it seems that everyone in town were

the spot, there was also some huge turtles

watch Mauricio and Andre wakeskating. I

I was coming in at full speed just a few metres

eating there that night. Food was amazing and the “caipirinhas” too

hanging out with us. What a place to shoot!

haven’t seen someone wakeskate in a long

down the beach. It didn’t look like his kite was

and had so many “caipirinhas”.

Fox and Sam were the first ones to arrive there

time, it was like we had traveled back in

going up so I decide to go for big jump. Well,

But the most memorable dinner we had was at the “LA COZINA”

and they were showing the true meaning of

time to the early kitebeach days and guess

that was some bad timing! As I jumped, Eric’s

restaurant. Mathieu mention that this restaurant was owned by a great

“wakestyle”. Those guys have so much style

what, they are still ripping! I don’t know if

kite spun and powered up flying straight in

Belgian chef that moved to Barra Grande to kite and that is was by

that every trick they do looks so good. Fox was

wakeskating is easy or not, but they were

to my face while I was five meters high. I was

far the best restaurant in town, it is was, WOW! Not only was the food

even throwing some unhooked “one footers”

landing “kickflips,” “varial flips,” and a bunch

going so fast that when I hit the kite, my head

one of a kind, but the specialty cocktails were amazing. This was our

that looked so legit.

of “shove-it” variations like it was the easiest

destroyed Eric’s kite, the noise was so loud that

last meal of the trip with the whole team together and it sure was a

thing in the world.

I thought I had broken my neck or something.

special one. With a round of Kiwi infused Caipirinhas for the table, and

Everyone on the beach freaked out and rushed in

a lobster crabcake appetizer, the slingshot team, was a happy team.

Linus and I hit the water right after and I have
to admit, that place was a dream for freestyle,

But no day is perfect without some carnage

Eric Rienstra buckling up... Seatbelt grab

As I jumped, Eric’s kite spun and powered up flying
straight in to my face while I was five meters high. I
was going so fast that when I hit the kite, my head
destroyed Eric’s kite, the noise was so loud that I
thought I had broken my neck or something.

As we dove into one of the best seafood

Bebe and I know that he is truly a good

dishes any of us have ever tasted, we

person and everyone in town also knew

all asked Maurico why we hadn’t eaten

that. They also knew that Slingshot was

there every single night of the trip.

the brand that believed in Bebe so they

I know that brazil is known for their
hospitality, but it seems that everyone

wanted to show their gratitude to us too
(the Slingshot family).

were going out of their way to make sure

As we neared the end of the ten days

we were ok. They were really treating us

spent travelling and kiting this amazing

like rock stars! It was only later that we

place, It was amazing to look back

found out that Carlos Mario was the real

and think about all we had gotten the

rockstar of the group.

chance to experience in this new spot

“Bebe”, as his know in Brazil, is Barra

in Brazil. We were fortunate enough

Grande’s favorite son and everyone there

to be hosted by locals so well, and get

treats him like the golden child. Bebe’s

to experience it all with each other. As

talent is undeniable, after all he did win

we all left Ventos Nativos, we hugged

his very first PKRA event he ever entered!

and said our farewells. Linus went back

And that was not with luck, Bebe is an

home, Dre to Antigua, Fox, Sam and

incredible kiteboarder that can land any

myself moving to the south to Uruau to

trick he wants and Patrick and Mauricio

film another Slingshot Video. As always it

wanted to prove that on our trip. They

was a lot of work to get the job done, but

asked Bebe to try land a 1080, and

we didn’t count the hours in the water

maybe he didn’t land a “video clean”

or the crashes we had because it is truly

one like they wanted him to do but I saw

what we love to do. We love what we are

him pass the bar 3 times in the air, land

doing ; we are leaving the dream. Thanks

on his feet, butt-checked and rode away

all the guys who make this trip possible –

which is closer to a 1080 then anyone

Slingshot, Mauricio, Mathieu, Reginaldo

else in the world. But I have traveled with

and my team mates.

Carlos Mario

They were boosting huge kiteloops, but since some of us still
love our knees, we decided to go
in and let Carlos and Mathieu
put on the mega-loop show...

“My name is Jake Kelsick and I have been
kiteboarding for half my life.”

I just turned 22 and becoming a Pro

on gear and simply being someone that

kiteboarder was a dream of mine since I was

people enjoy being around. I grew up very

11 years old. It has been an interesting journey,

detached from the competition scene as I

but I like to think that the journey compliments

lived in Antigua and to go anywhere would

the destination. I remember being the only

cost an arm and a leg so I got really into my

kid in my class who didn’t feel the need to

second passion, photography and film. This

go to university and become a banker, lawyer

made me very valuable to my sponsors as

or doctor. I decided to pursue kiteboarding

I would always have fresh content for them

full-time straight out of high school. I started

to use and also be available and easy to

working at the local kite school which put a

work with on any product shoots. Though

little money in my pocket and allowed me to be

focusing on documenting the lifestyle of a

at the beach every day. And as the years went

kiteboarder I have been able to see a lot

by I gained more support year by year and

of places that I didn’t even know existed as

learnt a lot about what it means to be a rider/

well as meet some super inspiring people.

ambassador. I got little breaks here and there

I hope to continue kiting for as long as I can

and did my best to make them worthwhile to

and hopefully inspire some up and coming

both parties. Being a pro is much more than

kids to do things their own way and enjoy

just having a bunch of tricks in your bag. You

every moment of it.

have to be pro at talking to people, catching
peoples’ attention, giving useful feedback

“Jake did not get exposed to the competition scene until
recent years, which matured him into more of a freeride
wakestyle rider. He does do a few exclusive wakestyle
events but he tends to focus on documenting the lifestyle
of a kiteboarder. Everything he does seems to be well
thought out and is always visually appealing.“
Andre Phillip

Home sweet home. You know what they say, there is no place like home. I have been lucky enough to do a bit of
travelling over the past few years, travelling is fun and one of the best things you can do to grow yourself as a person
but it always feels good to get back to Antigua. I’m a born and raised island boy so it’s only natural for me to enjoy
the laid back lifestyle that I get to live at home. It’s a 5 minute drive to the beach, and if 10 kiters are out it’s a busy
day. When the conditions are good at home it’s quite hard to even think about leaving.

ANDRE PHILLIP

Jake Kelsick
I have only been to the DR a few times and each
trip has been quite special. On my first trip I
was captured by the rawness of the people
on the island. It’s very fast paced, something
is always going on and everyone seems to be
on a hustle. It gives off the vibe of being very
unruly, and is one of the first places that I have
been to that you can literally kite your brains
out. I remember we rode so much we had to
start taking windy days off. It also blows me
away at how much of a wind sport meca the
Dominican is, you arrive at Puerto Plata airport
and the hallways are filled with windsurf sails
and kiteboarding gear. The government on
the island definitely see that a big majority of
their economy is being fueled by wind junkies.

TORRIN BRIGHT

I got the chance to check out Mauritius
for Ozone’s 2015 product shoot. And
it is one of the coolest places I have
ever been to. It reminded me a lot of
being back at home in the Caribbean,
besides the fact that everyone speaks
Creole (Broken French). We mainly rode
at Le Morne and Riambel. But if I had

ANDRE PHILLIP

to describe Mauritius, I would say it’s a
shredders paradise. Waves, wind, fresh
fruit at the kite spot, cool people and an
endless coastline of rideable spots.

“Give him some sunshine, a GoPro and
a few rails... he is a happy man.”
Andre Phillip

photo: torrin bright RideR: jake kelsick Kite: c4
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one of the best kitesurfers
you’ve never heard of....

RoB kidnie
WOLCOTT / LIQUIDEYE

One of the best parts of my job as a photographer and journalist is finding a new rider that stands out enough that I want to shoot
photos and write about them. Apparently Rob Kidnie likes toobs…. Most people do, but I think he likes them more than most…
something else you may not know, Rob Kidnie is one of the best kite surfers you’ve never heard of. Up until a few years ago, I had
never heard of him either. My friend Sky Rama brought him down to my local spot for a session 4 years ago and I was too busy trying
to get my fill of wave kiting to pay attention to some random dude… fast forward a few weeks… Reo Stevens, Keahi De Aboitiz, and
I were checking the wind at our favourite Indo kite spot. There was this longhaired blonde guy pulling in back-hand and getting
obliterated. We watched the unknown charger as we geared up and it was clear this guy meant business. He would take, set up super
deep and pig-dog into these big gapping holes in the ocean and just get smashed to bits.. Like I said, that was four years ago…today
he could be considered one of the best back-hand tube riders in the sport. It appears that persistence, a fearless approach, and a kite
sponsor to replace all your destroyed gear all pays off in the end.

Not many guys are comfortable enough to
pull a face like this in a heavy situation...
Rob toying with a froth monster.

“I think like any surfer tube-riding is the ultimate. With
a kite it allows you get into the wave quicker than paddle
surfing. And when you work it out I think with the right
conditions it can be easier to get a barrel kiting than
regular surfing. Plus you don’t have to paddle!”

I still feel like the best of Rob Kidnie is yet to come. I have been

Show me your drivers licence please...

watching him progress yearly and am always stoked to see him

Robert Kidnie, 39, Sydney, Been kiting for 10 years.

tacking up wind as I jump out of the boat and swim to my favourite

How did you get started?

Australia and started surfing at a young age. I love

spot on the reef. I know that he will do his best to put himself in

I was living in North Queensland for a while and needed something

adventure/extreme sports and love to travel. I have a

the right spot for the shot. You have to have a lot of trust with a

to do while I couldn’t surf, so I bought some crap gear off ebay and

serious dis-interest in working the normal 9-5 rat race

rider when you are shooting fisheye in the barrel as a good shot

taught myself, which wasn’t such a good idea because it took me

stuff.

means you need to be closer than 1 metre from each other. With

ages to learn and needed many kite repairs in doing so. I would have

What got you interested in tube riding with a kite?

Rob, that is never an issue. We caught up to the hard charging

been much better off getting lessons but at the time I didn’t have

I think like any surfer tube-riding is the ultimate. With a

expatriate right as he was getting slammed by the Christmas rush

much money.

kite it allows you get into the wave quicker than paddle

at his kite school in Vietnam… by the way, we heard his nickname

Were you a twin tip guy before you got into strapless riding?

surfing. And when you work it out I think with the right

is the seagull, I’m not sure what that has to do with anything, just

Yeah I think like most people, I started on twin tip. But when you

conditions it can be easier to get a barrel kiting than

thought you should know…

discover you can kite on your regular surfboard everything changed

regular surfing. Plus you don’t have to paddle.

for me. But it is still fun to jump on a twin tip and bust a few big air
every now and them.

Tell us about Rob.
I’m a lucky guy that got to grow up on the coast in

How long have you been a surfer?
I remember getting a body board for a Christmas present when I was five, I
stuck the leash on the tail and used it as leg-rope. I had no idea that you’re
meant to lie down on the thing. But got my first fiberglass board when I was 8.

“what I love about teaching
kiting, is how kiting can change
someone’s life.”

Are there advantages to kiting barrels?
For sure the biggest for me is that you can get in earlier and deeper than regular
surfing, especially when it is low-tide. If you wipeout correctly with a kite you
don’t get washed over the reef like you do with paddle surfing. But if it all goes
go wrong it can get messy, expensive, and dangerous.
Who are your biggest inspirations?
For kiting, guys like Ben Wilson and Keahi De Abortiz because of the way they
ride backside and make it look good, as well as charging hard and riding just as
good when they are paddle surfing.
How often to you get home to Australia?
A month or two each year to visit my family and friends, I love Australia, it is the
best country in the world for sure. But I have such an amazing lifestyle being
based in Asia.
Tell us about Vietnam?
Vietnam has over 3000kms of coastline and is one of the windiest places in Asia.
It doesn’t really have a “million dollar spot” as such, but the wind in November to
April is super reliable and the waves can actually get pretty big when typhoons
come down from the Philippines.
How did you end up there?
I spend as much time as possible in Indonesia surfing and Vietnam is just a
couple of hours away. I first went to Vietnam to get wind when I got into kiting.
I have just kept coming back. It is so close to Australia and Indonesia, and there
are lots of tourist to teach kiting and surfing to. The cost of living has to be one
of the lowest in the world and I get to kite and surf everyday.
Do you enjoy teaching kitesurfing?
I don’t teach beginners as much as I used to because I have staff to do that now.
But what I love about teaching kiting is how kiting can change someone’s life.
What’s it like shooting fisheye with photographers in the water?
Water photography with kiters is a lot more risky than surfing I think. With kiters
moving so fast and dealing with the lines and flying boards during wipeouts. I
have been in the water with a few photographers and a lot just get in your way.
Recently one photographer got 20 plus stitches in his head from reef after a
clean-up set and he was wearing a helmet. Jason Wolcott however some how
swims into the cracks in the reef and holds on, WTF!

Every once in a while, its nice to see rob hit the lip... Power, grace,
commitment, acceptance... that if you come unstuck you will eat reef.

Its all for the love Rob... Where do you see kiting going from here?
More surfing airs, rotations and handle pass. As well as longer tube rides.
Favourite spot?
Peru, Mauritius, Indonesia.
Dream trip?
Marshall Islands.
What have you been listening to lately?
I stream Triple J radio station a lot to get a taste home.
You got a haircut?
Yep, every now and then I like to shave my head, it is cooler and more
practical especially living in the tropics.
Do you believe in any of the following if yes… why? Big foot? The
Locke Ness Monster? Aliens? America?
Not really, but I have had a few close encounters with drop bears.
Worst wipeout?
Recently in Mauritius I got smashed by the first wave of the set. I released
my kite, got washed by half a dozen waves to the get my board leash
caught on the reef. I was then held down by three waves and couldn’t
get my head to the surface. I thought I was going to die and was waiting
to black out, then my leash snapped. I’m not religious but that was a
miracle.
Favourite food?
Pizza and beer, is beer a food?
Any advice for up and coming tube riders?
Try to get confident positioning yourself and getting tubed without your
kite first and learn how to take a wipeout without crashing your kite, then
practice, practice, and practice.
Worst Bali belly story?
Looking for a toilet in remote Java when my bowel was about to explode.
I saw a small tiled building, which I thought was a public toilet which I
ran to. I couldn’t find a toilet inside, just dirt floors. I had no choice but
to drop my boardies and release. I walked outside to realise it was a
Mosque, sorry Allah.
Favourite quote?...

“One of the best parts of my job as a photographer and journalist
is finding a new rider that stands out enough that I want to shoot
photos and write about them”. Jason Wolcott

“You only live once and a long time dead”

Tell me a little bit about that day; when you got out there,
anything out of the ordinary that would lead you to believe
that maybe it wasn’t safe out there?
I knew there were a few bigger sets coming through. As I was
coming out to the reef I saw some big ones and I knew it was
supposed to be building in the afternoon. It seemed there were
a lot of small waves coming through at first with just a few big
sets here and there. We all sort of knew it was going to be big - I
remember you telling me 5 or 10 minutes before that it was about
to get serious out there in a little while. Kind of prophetic!
We all knew the tide was going lower as well. How deep you
want to go is a bit of a gamble when it gets big out there. You
want to be in the bowl but it’s easy to get caught on the shelf
and smashed. Tell me how you ended up in that situation?
I was shooting Pedro Henrique who’d just caught a smaller one
so I paddled in just to try and shoot him on the wave. Probably,
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MIGUEL WILLIS

in hindsight maybe, I should have spent a little bit longer and
sussed out the situation. I was late getting into the water and I was
hurrying. I swam in a little bit deeper than maybe I should have. I
was swimming back out when the big set came through. I knew it
was big but initially I didn’t realise just how big it really was until
the wave started building and sucking up.
Tell me what you remember about the wave and what actually
happened?
From what I remember, there were three of us in the water. You
were in the front, farthest out. Bruno was in the middle, maybe

The following is from an
interview of said videographer,
Best Kiteboarding ace, Miguel
Willis. He’s fine and was recently
seen kitesurfing near the scene
of his grisly encounter.
Damn lucky to be alive.
JASON WOLCOTT

5 feet behind you and I was about 10 feet behind him. I just
remember it jacking up and getting really hollow and really heavy.
Bruno was just a little bit further in front of me. I dived as deep
as I could when I realised how heavy it was going to be but I just
remember the impact ripping me off and flicking me backwards. I
can’t remember exactly what happened.
Do you remember the moment of impact at all?
Yeah, I remember the sound of my head on the reef, hearing
the coral sort of grind on my skull.... Ha ha… which was not a
pleasant sound....It was like standing on cornflakes, ‘crunch crunch
crunch…’ Ha ha ha

Oh my God! It broke your helmet you said?

I remember after I went under the wave I popped up and looked

Once we’d gotten back in the boat it was pretty obvious that I was going to

Yeah, there’s a big hole and a crack in the top of the helmet. First I

behind me and yelled to Bruno, ‘is he alright?’ I just remember

need some stitches. But at that point the danger was over; it wasn’t really an

was pissed when I came up that the helmet was not on my head; I

him saying, ‘no’ and sprint swimming towards you. He was a bit

issue and I knew there was nothing critically wrong. I didn’t feel particularly

thought it had just broken and had been useless... But looking at it

wider than me and we both had to go under a couple more big

great but it just felt good to be out of there. We took the boat in, the driver

later, what I think happened is the helmet, which was then ripped off

ones because that set was just beginning.

took me down to the local hospital about 20 minutes away where they stitched

my head, took the first impact. The second impact was the one that

Yeah, I think the first one was the one that ripped the helmet off

me up. I just got on the back of a motorbike and off to hospital.

caused the injury.

and the second one was the one that might’ve caused the injury.

You went on a motorbike for 20 minutes with the bleeding gash in your

Tell me about the injury?

I actually don’t remember; I was getting tossed around in the

head, oh my God. Only in Indonesia...

They stitched me up down at the

whitewater. I can remember there was one point when I was feeling

That was the thing, once that it happened, when I knew I was out, I was safe

clinic - I think there were about six

really woozy and dizzy and all I could think about was to keep it

and it was just a matter of getting stitched up and I was fine. Maybe the photos

cuts, one which was really deep. I

together, get my feet on the ground so I could push off the bottom

make it look a little bit worse than it was - 25 stitches is still a pretty good

think there were over 25 stitches in

and get some air. You know at that stage you have no real concept

whack.. Ha ha, yeah I was just relieved. It could’ve been a lot worse.

total, but yeah, it was one major one

of what’s up or down, you just want to find something as a bearing

What about the inherent risk of shooting kitesurfing from the water?

and a couple of other small cuts.

and sort of keep it together and not black out. Just get the f**k out

Yeah, I think anytime you get close to riders doing freestyle there’s always the

Certainly when I saw the hole in the

of there really.

chance that someone’s going to smack you in the head with a board. Shooting

top of the helmet, I thought to myself,

waves, especially if it’s shallow reef, you can get hit or taken onto the reef. But

‘wow, that could’ve been game over’.

you have to put yourself in a position to get the shots - if you cant accept the
risk, you just shouldn’t f***g do it you know…

Yeah, I remember the sound of
my head on the reef, hearing the
coral sort of grind on my skull....
Ha ha… which was not a pleasant
sound....It was like standing on
cornflakes, ‘crunch crunch
crunch…’ Ha ha ha

When I describe to my friends and family what
I do, here especially, it’s aquatic bullfighting.
Not a whole lot of control. There are sharp
pointy bits and everything is moving really
fast and it’s all looking for you...
Yeah, you really have to keep your wits about you
in waves. There are long lulls and then all of a
sudden big sets can come through and take you out. You just got to be ready
to deal with it when it does.
So after what happened to you, is it going to change the way that you
approach your job? Will it make you hold back in the future?
Not really. I think maybe you just keep a closer eye on the sets that are coming
through. It’s all experience; it’s not the first time I had stitches put in me, and
it’s probably not the last. You know, I do what I do, and if you’re going to get
the shots, if you want to do that as a job, you have to be willing to get deep or
put yourself in a situation where you could be injured.

Destroyed
IGUEL WILLIS
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“when its shallow coral and a heavy reef slab, it needs to be respected.”
Anything else you want to add? Words of advice?
Nothing’s going to stop me from doing it in the future. Swimming that spot on really low tide can be really heavy and dangerous for kiters and photographers. Kiters sometimes have it a bit better because they
have the power of the kite to pull them through, but it can also be dangerous because people often put themselves in situations way over their skill level and depend on the kite. Whereas photographers really
have to keep their wits about them. I think with coral, when its shallow coral and a heavy reef slab, it needs to be respected.
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ANDY YATES

Grabbed KGB
The take-off is everything in kiteboarding. It’s
equivalent to the bottom turn of surfing. For every
single trick in my repertoire, the fundamentals are
always the same. Ride with plenty of speed. This may
seem somewhat counter-intuitive when learning
a new trick but if you’re not committing 100% to
something, you’re not giving yourself the best
chance. Bury in your heelside edge as hard as you
can without blowing off too much speed. A hefty
rooster tail of spray should be seen – ask your mates
how big yours is.

What I actually think about when I’m riding into a grabbed KGB:
Speed, Slow back roll, Stall and tuck
1. As you can see in this first frame I am already initiating my backroll rotation before I’ve even
left the water. My head is again leading the way – I’m looking over my front shoulder. Now,

8. Grab the bar. Again, spotting your landing early helps you out immensely. At

because the KGB is NOT a continuous handle pass, your back roll rotation has to be slow.

this point you’ve done a back to blind, so keep pushing for that extra 180 for a

Otherwise you will over-rotate and fall away from the bar. Remember – SLOW backroll.

complete KGB. Really pull on the bar to help you out.

2. Look up.

9. Awkward in-between a back to blind and a KGB position. If you land in this

3. Start stalling your back roll rotation. My legs are straight in an attempt to slow everything

position, you’re going to have a bad time.

down.

10. Provided you’ve got enough height and you haven’t hucked a crazy fast backroll,

4. Start going for a grab of your liking – whichever is easiest for you.

the rest should be pretty straightforward.

5. Keep the arm that is holding the bar bent and in tight to your torso. Everything should be in
tight. Look at my body position – it’s all tucked up.
6. Start going for the handle pass. When you first start going for this trick, your grab will most
likely be a finger tap. However, once you get better and more confident, you will start to hold
the grab even as you start initiating the handle pass.
7. Release the grab and start to make a move for the bar. Throw your head down to assist with
this handle pass.

DA STEEZE FACTORY

HOW TO’S AND THE IN’S AND OUT’S OF TRICKS FROM DA PROS...

DA STEEZE FACTORY
OLLIE J

As you unhook load your edge hard upwind. Pop off your rear foot and keep your arms locked as you fly up to the top of your jump.
Once at the top of your jump pull the bar towards your hip with both hands and start to rotate. As you rotate inwards toward your kite

SAMMY PEARCE

Raley to BLIND

let go of your back hand, drop your head towards the water. As you land bend your knees and start pulling around your other hand
towards the bar and pass it to your other hand. Ride away toe side or switch back around to heel side and hook back in.

How long have you been kiting?

Do you feel that more women are getting

How do you go in competitions?

I started kiting about 9 years ago down in Botany Bay

into the sport?

Well I recently place 1st place for women in KITEJAM

Sydney and have been hooked ever since.

Yes I do, each year (especially on the Sunshine Coast)

on the Gold Coast last November. I am currently ranked

When did you start getting into freestyle /

more and more girls are getting involved in kitesurfing.

3rd in Australia for Women. I plan on competing at the

wakestyle?

I think that with the technology it’s much safer to learn

Freestyle National Championships at Kurnell Beach,

About 5 years ago I did a clinic with Julian and Mito

than when I first started 9 years ago. On the Sunshine

Sydney, March 12th-15th. So after that my ranking

from F-One.

I already knew how to do unhooked

Coast I help run a girls group called Sunshine Coast

may change, there are a lot of really good kitesurfing

Raleys and front rolls but they really taught me how to

Kitesurfing Girls. Look us up on Facebook, we do

girls from Sydney, Perth and Melbourne competing, so

kite doing handle passes.

progression clinics, BBQs and small competitions to

anything could happen.

Favourite Tricks?

help you progress. Even if you don’t know how to

Who is your major sponsor?

I love doing tricks to blind and wrapped. S – Bend to

kite we still do lessons on the day with help from local

I have been sponsored by F-One Australia for the last

Blind, Raley to Blind, Back to Blind, Back to wrapped

Sunshine Coast kite shops.

3 years and have always really loved the F-One Bandit.

and Raley to wrapped. Also working on consistently

Ever since I first flew the kite, it felt really comfortable

getting blind judges and S Passes.

and good for unhooking.

OLLIE J

Hey Josh so it looks like the gogetfunding.com
campaign “You Only Get One Shot” went quite well?
Can you give us an update on whats happening with

Josh stephens

your planned trip to the PKRA now?

313

The GoGetFunding was a big success in my opinion,
I didn’t think so many people would support my

1. Ride into the trick with speed, pop hard and keep the

dream! But thanks to Freedom mag and everyone that

bar in front of your face.

donated, I was able to book my flights to Morocco,

2. Kick your back leg out and bend your front knee up to

compete against the world’s best and hopefully kick

your body.

some ass!

3. Once your back leg is extended, bend it up in front of
your body. This will make the pass easier due to your

Channel 9 interviewed you for this campaign how

body momentum.

did you organise that?

4. As your legs come down underneath you, pull your

Georgie from Channel 9 news had seen my story on

arms in towards your back hip and push the bar down

the GoGetFunding web page and decided to shoot

to your nipples.

me a message with her number, telling me to get in

5. Pull your front hand to steer the kite lower.
6. Bring your board round to toe side and pass the bar.

touch. I gave her a call and a couple of hours later I

7. Spot the landing, bend your knees.

found myself down at the beach with Ollie J doing a

8. Stomp the trick, hook back in and gain control.

News reel!

9. Scream and yawho!

Age: 18 Lives: Noosa Heads

You were offering a private coaching lesson to the

Favourite Place to kite: Happy Valley

biggest donor… Looking through your donations
its appears your Dad is the winner! Haha go Dad!

Freedom Magazine spotted Josh kiting at a North demo day in Noosa Heads a few months ago.

so now what? Are you gonna teach your Dad?

“I immediately noticed Josh’s drive - he was out trying to kite in almost no wind while everyone else

My old man is a shredder, pulling tricks like Dark slides,

watched on, just to help make the demo day a success.” Ollie J
Within a few minutes of chatting editor Ollie J and Josh came up with a plan to help him get to the PKRA
and chase his dreams. Together they launched an online funding campaign for donations to help cover

Back roll hand plants and unhooked power S-bends!
Dad definitely doesn’t need my coaching anymore, so I

his costs. The repsonse from the kiting community was fantastic raising nearly $2000 which was enough

am planning to run a freestyle clinic to say thank you to

to pay for his flights and send him with stars in his eyes into the future.

all who donated and supported me over the years. Keep

Freedom Kitesurfing Magazine would like to thank everybody involved - and well done Josh for putting

your eyes open on Sea Breeze for this event in April!

your head down and making it happen.

So whats the plan when you get to the PKRA
- do you know where you are staying etc? Or
you setting up a crack tent? :D
I fly out on the 12th of march from Brisbane to
Casablanca. Once I arrive in Casablanca I will
have to stay overnight and catch the next flight
to Dakhla in the early morning. Dakhla is a little
army town, the only thing there is kiting, surfing
and more kiting! What more could you ask for?
Accommodation is very expensive for a tent in the
middle of no where! Who knows, I may just find
myself sleeping under my kite under the stars.
What are you hoping to achieve over there?
I am going to the PKRA to achieve a world classed
ranking and see what the level is. Hopefully find
a long term international kite sponsor while I’m
there! Most of all learn new tricks from the pro’s
and have loads of fun!

For the full interview check out:
www.freedomkitemag.com

Click here to see the BWS video GIANT CLOUDS
featuring video of this photo!

“the very first day that I rode my surfboard with a kite everything clicked,
it all made sense to me and that was the beginning of my story. The beginning of what
I wanted to do and my vision with the sport and from that point onwards...”

BENWILSON
OLLIE J

Cloudbreak Fiji. PIC Stu Gibson

I never ever been so scared as
what I was on this day.
The wind was so light and although I was on a huge kite
I could only just hold my ground. I’d been surfing all day
and wanted to try to catch a couple on my kite before the
sun went down and the swell dropped. But this was one of
my many lessons on why big waves and light wind don’t
work. Basically when the wave starts breaking you get more
speed than your kite has, so you have to constantly edge
against your kite to stop it falling out of the sky. However
doing this edges you back towards the breaking wave and
it’s so easy to get eaten. Plus, as the wave starts sectioning
and you need to race down the line, when you turn towards
your kite you end up in the lines. That’s a scary feeling in
swell this size.

We pick the brains of legendary Aussie surf style kiter Ben Wilson
on sponsorship and marketing, and take a look at some of his alltime favourite and freaky kiting sessions over the years...

Ok so straight up...
how the heck do you make a living out of
being a professional kiteR in Australia?
I think it’s pretty tough to make a living out

of opportunities to be a professional athlete in

contest a week later and I got 2nd. The local

of kiteboarding if you’re purely relying on

the sport at that time. It was a good time and I

Slingshot distributor there said that he’d offer

sponsorship dollars, contests and things like

travelled the world on somebody else’s dollar

me a sponsorship for kites and that was the

that. There’re really only a handful of people

and I really had the opportunity to learn what it

best thing ever! So I took the offer and within 2

that are making it a professional career and

takes to be a professional athlete, and it’s really

months Slingshot launched officially in Australia.

most people, well, most athletes who I know

been a stepping-stone to what I’m doing now.

Then their marketing manager, Chris Wyman

have something else that works well with what

FKM: You started out on a twin-tip doing big

came down and spent time with the Australian

they’re doing. Whether it’s high-end coaching

air – back then surf style wasn’t a priority

distributor and I went hung out with them. At

or endorsement, or having their own signature

for you the way it is now. What were your

the end of a 2 week period he was like, ‘I wanna

products - something like that.

earliest attempts at getting into surf style?

put you in my international team.’ I remember

FKM: When you started out as a professional

BW: I actually learned how to kite on a

the first contract I signed was for 600 bucks a

rider, did you have a backup job?

surfboard but then when I wanted to take that

quarter so it’s a total of $2400 for the entire year.

BW: No, I was fortunate enough when I started

professionally there was no division in surf. And

I got some other small sponsors like that for the

as a professional rider that it was really the

in fact, it wasn’t even really part of my vision. I

first 12 months and during that time they also

beginning of kitesurfing so there were all these

was just consumed by kiting in general, doing

paid for a lot of my travels, taking me around

new brands and nobody knew exactly how

massive airs and all that kind of stuff. I was still

the world. I was winning contests and got some

big the sport was gonna go, so there was a lot

finding myself as a person – I didn’t know what

good results and then I got offered my second

of marketing dollars being thrown around. I

I was doing or what my direction was. All I knew

contract with Slingshot… that was substantially

was really at the pinnacle of that for probably,

was that this kiting was amazing and I wanted to

more than the first… I was like “holy shit!” when

I’d say, the first 6 years of my career. It was a

be part of it. At that time the only way you could

I signed that one.

very lucrative career - lots of sponsors, lots of

do that was to ride twin-tip and do big air and

FKM: And that’s when kiting really exploded?

sponsorship dollars and you could make a

enter contests. All that stuff.

BW: Yeah, it’s probably that second year I

pretty good living then.

FKM: How did you get Slingshot, your first

signed with Slingshot when kiting really took-

FKM: Pretty exciting times when it was

major kite sponsor?

off. And every year there was a lot of excitement.

starting out then?

BW: I actually learned to kitesurf in Fiji and

Companies were signing up lots of riders, there

BW: Yeah, I mean, it was an amazing time to be a

within 6 months of getting my head around it

was just so much opportunity. I was really just at

part of kitesurfing. It was probably from, maybe,

I knew I wanted to be a professional rider. So

the right place at the right time.

2002 to 2008. During that apex there were a lot

I came back to Australia and entered my first

FKM: When did you start exploring looking for remote waves to kite?

BW: Towards the end of the big burst in kitesurfing, when it started to slow up a little
bit and companies were figuring out the possibilities with kite sales and the rest of it.
It was around the same time when I was starting to lose maybe a little bit of interest
in kiting itself. I felt that I was travelling all around the world to these locations and
not surfing much at all, and for me surfing has always been my roots - I just felt like I’d
lost that connection. It was kind of making me resent kiting a little bit.
I was coming towards the end of my contract with Slingshot and considering my
options, what I wanted to do. I was starting to figure out more about myself, and what
I liked. At about that time, just by chance, we figured out we could ride our surfboards
with a kite. And the very first day that I rode my surfboard with a kite everything clicked,
it all made sense to me and that was the beginning of my story. The beginning of what
I wanted to do and my vision with the sport and from that point onwards. Since then
it’s been a 110% commitment and dedication to pushing the surf-side of kiteboarding
and showcasing the kite to be the natural extension of surfing.
FKM: What was surfing on a kite in the early days like?
BW: Well, it’s just different now. Back then, we didn’t know what we could do, so every
session was something new and then as we learned we saw the possibilities. We
molded the equipment to become what we needed, so it really was just progression.

Vietnam / PIC Bill Wilson

Now, if I went back and tried to ride the equipment I was riding back then, it would

Who would’ve thought there were fun waves in Vietnam! This was my first trip there and we travelled all over and got fun waves everywhere,

be like night and day. At that time it didn’t really matter because we were consumed

although this spot was the best. There’s nothing better travelling with my Dad.

by trying to make it work and try to figure out what we could do.
FKM: So nowadays it’s a bit harder to get signed and make the dollars as a pro
rider - you must have seen a lot of talented people just giving it up, going in
different directions because of that?
BW: Yes I have, it’s a real shame. But at the same time, that’s just the natural
progression of any sport – it has to start somewhere. At the end of the day, it’s really
one of the biggest things with being a successful athlete – you need to have that
passion, you need to have that drive and you need to have that belief to be able to
make it. That really shows that who’s still around now are the people who believed
and people who have what it takes to make a career out of it.
FKM: Did you ever, at any stage, want to give it all up?
BW: No, never. The only time was the turning point when I was losing interest in
kiteboarding itself before I got into surf style. I feel like, at that point, I could’ve gone
a different direction but that’s really the only time. But there have definitely been a
lot of hard times. Times brands or companies I was with couldn’t pay me or they had
trouble with their budget or whatever. That was when I could’ve just given up but
because I knew it was what I wanted to do and I had a vision, I never did.

Secret spot, Fiji / PIC Stu Gibson
It’s hard to tell, but this wave is basically on dry reef. Gibbo and I had been waiting to get it for a long time but conditions were never right.
It’s a bit of a mission to get to, so once you’re there you’re kind of committed - in the sense you can’t change things if they aren’t working.
On my first wave I hit the dry reef and knocked a fin out so for the rest of the session I was only riding with one fin, making a complete kook
out of myself. We still had fun, and sometimes stuff like that can make a session even more memorable.

Cloudbreak Fiji / PIC Stu Gibson
I’d ridden strapless on the last two similar sized swells and was feeling pretty fulfilled. This day was about the same size so I wanted to try a number
of different boards and approaches. A good friend of mine built this particular board for me and I’d already used it in the morning tow surfing – I
even had a massive wipeout on it ‘cause it didn’t really suit. I thought it might work with the kite but it didn’t. As you can see, I’m a little awkward
in this shot and I’m really just holding on.
Indo / PIC Christian Black
This was long before GoPros but Christian had been talking about

FKM: So, more on the topic of trying to make it

FKM: Do you have some tips for people who are considering a career in

some POV shots he wanted to do. During this session he man-ed up

professionally in kiteboarding – what would you say

kitesurfing?

and gave me his fish camera and housing, a setup worth $10k at the

is the situation like now in Australia, for example, if

BW: Yeah, I guess it’s kinda cliché, but I follow this through everything that I do in

someone wanted to professionally kite.

life; if you really want it, you gotta back yourself. You’ve got to believe that you can

BW: I think it’s amazingly tough. There’s a lot of talent

do it. You’ve got the passion and you have to work hard. You have to work really,

out there and from having my own brand and people

really hard and do everything that you possibly can 110% of the time and you need

with a remote to fire the trigger. I pulled into the barrel and wiped out,

approach us for sponsorship, knowing what a rider is

to understand that it’s not just talent; it’s actually 50% talent and 50% business and

breaking my leash and sending the board and camera up on the reef.

worth and how much to pay a rider, it would be very, very

market building. You need to be able to combine those two together to make it.

We got the shots but the camera housing was done.

tough to break into the industry. But you know what, it’s

FKM: Marketing yourself?

like that for every sport. Anyone trying a professional

BW: Yeah, to be able to market yourself, understand and create worth in yourself.

career, getting in there, the competition is hard, it’s tough

You need to be worth something so sponsorship dollars will come in and

to stand out from so many talented people.

companies will really, really support you because they know that they can use you

time. I remember it was so heavy that when I was pulling into a barrel I
could hardly lift it up to get the shot. It worked out well so we decided to
duct tape it to the front of a big gun and try another angle. As I couldn’t
pull the trigger on this shot, Christian sat in a boat just next to the break

as a powerful asset to sell their product.

FKM: So, now that you’re running a kite company and people have

FKM: So, possibly if someone was out there and riding well,

FKM: Ok thanks for all the useful info Ben I’m sure a lot of kiters

approached you for sponsorships, what would be some things that

marketing themselves really well and got your attention, that’s the

wanting to take it to the next level will find this very helpful. So

would entice you to consider a fresh sponsorship with a new rider?

sort of thing where you would actually go approach the rider?

before we wrap up the interview tell us about one of your most

BW: Look, generally we’re not interested in anyone who approaches

BW: Yeah, then I would go and approach them. At the end of the day,

favourite sessions?

us for a sponsorship, basically because if we’re looking for something

you gotta have some sort of X-factor, something that stands out from the

BW: There’s a few but a standout one was on the Dirty South trip

or someone to market our product, we’re contacting them. The only

rest. You need to have marketability, personality and something about

(Google Ben Wilson Dirty South) Ahh man it was just... one of the best

time I’d look at sponsoring somebody new who approached us was in

you that people are going to want to follow and watch what you’re

days kiting I’ve ever had. The wave was insane. I still dream about that

the case of some young talent I saw possibly having a good future. But

doing - be a part of your journey. And that’s the thing too with social

day. The barrels and the wipe outs and you know, just sharing it with a

having been a professional athlete and understanding marketing and

media these days, you can see who’s strong and who’s not because the

good couple of mates. I mean that’s about as raw and as intense and

all the rest of it, I know it inside out and know what people are worth.

numbers are visible for everybody, whether it’s Facebook or whatever it

as rugged as it gets along that stretch of the coastline. It was heavy that

I know what I’m getting out of people, I know how I can market those

is, you know the audience or the network that a rider is talking to.

day. The wind, getting out over the rocks, everything...

people. A lot of people in similar positions within other companies
come from that background as well - it’s really tough!

Cloudbreak Fiji / PIC Stu Gibson

To this day this is the most perfect
wave I’ve ever caught on my kite.
Not so much its size, just how perfect and clean it was.
I remember just looking down the line and just seeing
a big, perfect tapered wall that went on forever. During
the ride it seemed like time stood still. Gibbo was
shooting out of the heli and it felt like he was right there.
It was a perfect wave.

it was just intense.

FKM: What has been your heaviest wipe out and what did you learn from it either technically or mentally?
BW: My heaviest wipe out would have been that right hander in the

FKM: So you would have learnt from that session not to wear a safety then?   

dirty south, I pulled into that barrel and the lip pinched on me and

BW: Yeah definitely that was probably the defining moment for me to say “okay, no more safeties.”

just compressed me.

FKM: You’ve been doing a fair bit of big riding the past few years, what sort of riding are you pursuing now?

My safety wrapped around my body and my kite went out the back

BW: Yeah exactly that! I see the kite as being the ultimate vehicle to be able to whip myself into some really decent waves and

of the wave but the wave kept pulling me so I was just being crushed

that’s really my deal at the moment. You know I’m focused on that, I train for that. I’m going out to chase swells surfing and

in between this wave and my lines. The safety leash wrapped around

kiting and seeing how far I can push it.   

me basically knocked all the air out of me and knocked me out. Yeah

FKM: Is there a limit you need to place on that? Being a family man and all.

I don’t really remember what happened after that but I just remember

BW: I’m sure there is, but I don’t know what that is until I’m confronted with it.. and I think that’s what I like about it.  

that wipe out was intense.

FKM: Surely that large Cloudbreak day would have been pushing those limits?

FKM: Close call Eh! Kiting in big surf with a safety can be pretty

BW: Yeah, yes and no, Cloudbreak was more like.. I just really wanted it. It wasn’t so much “oh should I or shouldn’t I” I was just

hairy if you go down?

sorta going. And that’s what I want to find you know, that limit...

BW: The thing is when you’re kiting big waves like that and you do go
down, you don’t don’t want to be holding onto your kite when you
do. So I guess it doesn’t matter at that point, if you wipe out, you’re
going down.   

I want to end up somewhere with that huge wave and
I want to see what that limit is for myself where I say
“nup, not going.” So that’s what I’m searching for at the
moment. I want to feel what that feels like.

Click here to see the BWS video DIRTY SOUTH
featuring video of this photo!

“My safety wrapped around my body and my
kite went out the back of the wave but the wave
kept pulling me so I was just being crushed in
between this wave and my lines.”

HISTORY OF KITING // PART I

JASON WOLCOTT

TAKOON

Kiteboarding is a relatively new sport finding its roots back

The group of people that make up Takoon have had so much to do with the innovation

in the 1990’s. As a writer, kitesurfer, and an inquisitive

of kites and saftey systems. Here in Australia, most people are not even aware of the

person by nature, I am always interested in how things came
about and am guessing that some of you feel the same.

brand let alone its legacy and contribution to the sport.

The innovations that make kiting so much safer and easy to

Freedom Kite Mag recently caught up with Jacques Freydrich. Jacques is the International

learn these days are often not acknowledged and taken for

Sales Manager and a partner in the Takoon Kitesurf family based in the South of France.

granted. We often forget to give credit where credit is due.
Starting with this issue of Freedom Kite Mag, we will begin
taking a look at the history of kiting and those people who
built the sport and their continued contributions to keeping
us happy and safe on the water. These articles are not in a
progressive yearly order, more just snap shots of times and
events... This issue we cast our gaze on French company
Takoon and what the brand has brought to kiting...

Mark Gordon putting the orignial bow kite the Nova 1 through its paces in Tahiti.
Hey Jacques! We were hoping you could fill us in a bit on the history of

Robby Naish realised that the ILE design

From day one, Takoon was huge! Unfortunately Bruno tried

Takoon. A lot of new kiters in Australia have never heard of Takoon and

had huge potential. Naish was the first

to manage the business from the Caribbean island where he

think it’s a new brand. When and how did Takoon start?

major windsurfing company to get involved

was living and this wasn’t easy or very successful. In 2005, Bic

Takoon was founded by Bruno Legaignoux, the Frenchman who invented

in kitesurfing and became the first partner

Sport, the worldwide distributor of Takoon, bought the brand

the inflatable leading edge (ILE) kite. I truly believe that the invention of the

to believe in it (all kite companies are

from Bruno and launched the first SLE (bow) kite in 2006

inflatable kite made kitesurfing come alive! If we didn’t have ILEs we’d all still

licensed to use Bruno’s patent, but Naish

(another of Bruno’s patents). Besides this, Takoon introduced

be struggling with foil kites I guess. The impact of ILEs has been enormous;

was the first). His worldwide reputation

many innovative concepts and designs such as kite wave-

without them kitesurfing would probably not exist or at least would not be

made the market and the sport grow!

riding, kite depower and twin tip boards. It was when Takoon

anywhere near what it is today. Bruno patented the inflatable kites in the

Bruno later sold Wipika and the whole

developed and patented the supported leading edge (SLE)

early 90’s and struggled to find industry partners to follow him in the venture.

development & marketing team left and

system or bridle systems, which other kite companies came

He first launched Wipika, the first ever kite brand, and literally the only kite

became Takoon in 2001 so we have been

into the picture and bought the patent from Takoon. Now

company in existence.

there since the beginning.

practically every kite has a bridle.

Bruno Legaignoux, Takoon
first owner and designer

Geraldine getting a lot of interest for the begginer
board called the convertible kool in 2004

The original Takoon family. Tuva Jansen, Luciano Gonzalez,
Hervé Bouré, Melvin De Leon, Franz Olry, Marc Gondard,
Daphnée de la Liberté.

Luciano Gonzalez, Cabarete local on the 2004 mamoot kite.

Wave destroyer Tuva Jansen back in 2003 in Cabarete

FKM: So without Bruno and Takoon,

FKM: Jacques, can you tell us a little bit

FKM: What direction do you see kitesurfing

kiting would not be where it is today?

about product development at Takoon?

going in the new few years Jacques? Is there

Many of the original guys left the

How do you go about designing new

likely to be one significant product that will

company and are now key managers

products or updating existing products?

become the ‘new big thing’ or is it likely to be

within several competitors. Takoon was

Let me tell you that kite design isn’t an easy

steady evolution of what we already have?

virtually a ‘school’ for many of the top

exercise. When you start from scratch it takes

Big steps are followed by consolidation/fine-

guys in the industry. So in a way, you

a minimum of 24 months before you can

tuning periods. We’re into a consolidation period

would be correct in saying that.

expect to have the products in the shop.

now. Nothing big recently, despite some brands

Despite the youngest kitesurfers not

Takoon is located in south of France around

bringing new ideas, but yes, we’re all chasing the

knowing the brand, almost all the early

Montpellier where kitesurfing really grew up

next big thing which will make our kitesurfing

kiters rode Takoon kites at some stage

and where other companies like F-One are

hours easier, faster, higher, simpler and safer. We

of their life. In 2011, my partner Pierre

based. We’re in a windy area where the main

at Takoon are trying to make it simpler, while safety

Engel and I bought the brand from

winds are offshore and gusty. This has helped

is also a daily focus. I really believe that some

Bicsport in order to re-awaken it. We’ve

us a lot to develop large wind-range kites with

safety parts might be as standard as possible

both had many years of experience in

real depower!

between all brands (like it is in Paragliding for

the industry and we’re kite addicts. We

We often produce more than 20 prototypes

example), rather than all having our own system.

believe kitesurfing is the best thing that

per kite design. We always test kites with two

Today, despite most of them being improved, I

happened to wind sports as it’s easy to

riders (product manager & designer) who

believe there are still some dangerous QRs [quick

learn, easy to carry, you don’t need to

both have a long kitesurfing background.

releases] on the market and this is not good

be strong to participate. It’s perfect for

Once they agree, the design is ready for

for the sport. Kites have improved a lot but kite

women and even children with proper

production.

release is still the last action to do sometimes and

instruction. There’re so many different
ways to kite.

The original Takoon family. Tuva Jansen, Luciano Gonzalez, Hervé Bouré,
Melvin De Leon, Franz Olry, Marc Gondard, Daphnée de la Liberté.

needs to be 100% successful!

COMPETITIoN ROUND UP
lancelin ocean classic
Geoff Parsons got this ripper shot from the heli at the Lancelin Ocean Classic...
We fired him an email asking him a few details about himself:
Where are you from? I grew up in Esperance but now live in Fremantle and my
local is Leighton Beach/ Woodies.
Favourite kiting spot? My favourite wave to kite is Observatory beach in
Esperance.
What gear are you using? I ride Takoon kites from Stonker and Firewire
surfboards.
Whats next for you? I just love kiting, be it travelling up and down the coast
chasing waves with mates, or down the local after work with the crew, or catching
up with the boys at the comps, its all fun!
For all the info on the comp and a bunch more awesome heli shots check:
http://www.lancelinoceanclassic.com.au

Lancelin: Dale Stanton hacking out first place in Open Mens. / PIC John Carter

“This year was my first time at the Lancelin wave comp and it was attended by some of the best
Wave kiters getting about in WA. The standard of the comp was amazing from the riders all
the way to the Organisation of the event. WA has been blessed this year with wind and waves!”
Geoff Parsons - WA

Kitestock 2015

RICK PRYCE

This year Kitestock was blessed with great

Demo by Airborne. Both the Course

building which was great for the Big Air,

wind that increased on the final day just in

Racing and Wave comps were on at the

which rivaled the King of the Air in Cape

time for the Big Air Comp.

same time; the small waves were good for

Town.

The usual crews headed up to Dongara

the races but not good for the wave comp

Kitestock finished on Sat night with a

on Thurs approx. 4 hrs north of Perth to

which was held in 1m slop. Friday night

dinner and presentations at the Priory.

stake their claim to a part of the beach

dinner was held at the Priory Hotel, with

Some of the highlights on the night were,

and setup their demo gear, Airborne,

kite vids running on a large projector. No

a revenge eyebrow shaving, W.A. Surf

W.A. Surf, Action Sports and Axis from NZ

one wanted to party on as everyone had a

bettering their record of 1,000 stickers

to name a few. Just as quickly it was all set

full day of kiting and we still had Sat to go.

stuck on any thing that moved or didn’t

up, then everyone was out on the water

Saturday started off with everyone worried

move. A great Comp with great people

for a great sunset session.

as the wind was very light and we still had

and the backing of the town will lead to a

Fri morning and the wind was in early,

the Freestyle and Big Air Comps to finish

bigger and better Kitestock 2016

after the daily briefing there was a Kite

the weekend off. But right on cue it filled

Rick Pryce (Adrenaline Board Sports)

Repair Demo followed by a Clinic and

in just in time for the freestyle and kept

Sean Carew at Kite Stock making the most of the little
waves but mackin wind. / PIC Rick Pryce

.
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A day with Jayden

RICK PRYCE

Alez Pastor, Karolina Winkowska, Alexander James Lewis-Hughes, Pawel Kiczka, Ewan Jaspen, Katie Potter, Some blowin with a
Black Cap...hahah, Elliot Dury (behind Jayden) Sam Medysky, Christophe Tack (kneeling), Drew Malcom, Helena Brochocka, Scott
Gillespie, Fra Reca, Axel Tack (sitting) Rosanna Jury, Tom Butler (behind Rosanna) Craig Cunningham, Mrs Latham, Mikee Latham
ADAM LACKEY

There are men among us that are a different breed, not the same as the rest of us. Maybe they live in

Being around action sports you often hear stories

for the rest of his life. Paul and I were shocked that a

like this, but when it happens to a person you know it

young mans life could change so suddenly.

brings the emotions that the other stories can’t.

Over the next 18 months we kept in contact with

On the 24th Jan 2014 Jayden Bosveld was having

Jayden and his family on his progress. I remember

of us down. The sea runs in their veins as they search for the piece of mind and rush that only the Ocean

fun with his mates sessioning a winch having a great

going to see him in Hospital with Paul, we were

can give. Nothing matters more than the next swell, the next low pressure system, or the next 6 metre day.

time, laughing and doing something he has done so

amazed at his acceptance of his injury and he was

They are THE WATERMEN....Do you know of a WATERMAN? If so email us!

many times before, just a normal day in the life of a

looking forward to the future.

Daniel Patterson ~ WA

teenager.

underwater caves, oblivious to the modern age and the firm grip of the corporate hand that holds the rest

How long have you been kitesurfing?

Occupation?

I have been kitesurfing 10 years

I’m a fitter and turner out at the mines, with an 8 days

Where is your local spot?

on 6 days off fly in fly out roster, its great for kiting!

I just moved to Perth but I had been living in

When I was living in Margs I was getting 4-5 days on

Margaret River for the last 5 years. I came over

the water every time. The swell is often bigger and

from the Queensland for better wind and waves. To

so consistent down there.

escape the Euro kiters at Main break Margies, we go

What kites and board are you riding?

to Boatramps and Boodjidup and a couple of other

I’ve been riding BWS Noise kites, and BlackSheep

secret spots.

Boards boards for the last 5 seasons.

How did you get into kiting?

Tell me about your local crew that you ride with?

I saw a kite Comp on the Gold Coast and asked one

I ride with a small crew of locals when we are all

of the hot female competitors how to get into it. I

around together, they all surf really well, and one is

booked a lesson and the rest is history, I was hooked.

even a shaper.

Click here to see a rad video called ROAM
featuring Daniel Patterson

Paul and I agreed to do something for Jayden. We

Fellow photographer Paul Smyth and I first saw

organized a day over Xmas at Safety Bay when most

Jayden’s riding style when we were at Safety Bay

of the world’s top freestylers were in town training.

three years ago, his style was different from everyone,

Jayden came down in his wheelchair, met everyone

and it was obvious that he had wakeboarding skills.

and had a great time.

There was something special about the way he

It was great to see Jayden come down, he had a

steezed out his moves with height and an unhurried

smile from ear to ear. Paul and I presented a poster

style to his tricks, unusual for a kid his age. Paul and

of him riding at the “Young Bloods” Camp, which was

I invited Jayden along with the other top juniors in

signed by everyone.

Australia on a Kite Camp called “Young Bloods”

Not often do we get a chance to help out a

where we noticed Jayden’s riding had matured in the

fellow kiter, you can by making a donation to www.

12 months since we first saw him on the pond.

dreamfit.com.au, a not for profit organisation that

That fateful day changed his life forever; in a normal

help Jayden and others with Quadriplegia with

run he landed awkwardly and fractured C4/C5

innovative equipment and solutions to help those

Vertebrae leaving him a C5 Complete Quadriplegic

with disabilities.

Click here to see Jayden in action before his accident

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Putting the call out there to except open letters is always an interesting one... but your feeback has been awesome
thanks for the positive inspiration everyone! If you would like to email the ed’s send it to letters@freedomkitemag.com
Doesn’t have to be about the mag... can be something you like/dislike about the sport, a weird growth on your private
bits... or what ever you would like! Best letter each issue wins a prize!
Dear Eds,

Epic Mag ! Luv the Pics and

Hey Freedom,

I have just read your magazine cover

stories, especially the local

Just wanted to let you know

to cover and it is undoubtedly the very

content.

we got the mags. They turned

best kiting magazine I have ever read

Graham McKnight

out

– and I have been buying them since

really

amazing. Super

Jazzed with it and all the hard

2000. Brilliant stories and interviews

Hi guys, congrats on a great

work you’ve done.

Great layout – I love the landscape

publication.

Working

orientation. Not too many adverts. Slick

is, he was right. Loved the

contribution…We could write

and upmarket production

mag, got it as a gift for Xmas.

a piece on how all the pro

10 out of 10.

Surprised I hadn’t read about

kiteboarders

If you can keep this level of excellence

it

body type catagories. G.I Joe,

up ongoing you have a hit on your

forward to the next one.

Long arms, or Pizza Backs.

hands.

Trent Mila

Hahaha.

on

Whoever

seabreeze?

Nate

Looking

Regards, Philip Ellis

on

fit

my

into

next

three

Talk soon,
Thanks for the mag, it’s pretty

Brandon Scheid

Wow thanks man. Stoke like this is why

sick. Nice to see plenty of

P.S the mag made my rainy

we are doing this, super cool good

progressive riding. I hope it

morning breakfast stoked :)

vibes thanks for energising our team!

inspires a new generation of

Hope you like your prize a banging

younger riders too.

shirt from Prisoners of Politics!

DVNT Kiteboarding

Winner of the
BEST CABO 9M is.....
Joshua
Dobrzynski

Check Out: The Dead Flowers Band

No Josh does not win the
girl with the kite!

“Woohoo that’s amazing! Thanks
again! The mags awesome and I can’t
wait for the next issue!
I’m so excited, got a Yorke’s trip
coming up soon too. Perfect test
ground!
Cheers, and I hope your mags success
continues to grow!!”
Josh Dobrzynski
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The Cocos
Islands
RICK PRYCE

The Cocos Islands are a spec in the Indian Ocean. Hardly known by
most but for those who have been, it’s never forgotten. We speak to
Jen from Zephyr Kite Tours and ask her what makes Cocos so magical.
Hey Jen, So what is it that makes the Islands such a great spot and what else is
there to do besides kiting?
Hey guys, well if escaping the Aussie winter isn’t enough to coax you over here then
think year round tropical weather, consistent trade winds and crystal clear flat water.
For such a tiny Island paradise there really is so much to do. We have an abundance
of activities ready for you to partake in including SUP’ing, Surfing, Snorkelling and
more importantly, kitesurfing in just boardies or a bikini. Geoff, our resident shark
whisperer has to be one of the funniest characters on Island never without a tinny

With the king tide and huge waves that day the water threatened to ruin

and a tall tale. You can join him on his famous shark feeding tour in the glass b*ottom

the underground beach side oven. Thankfully it didn’t and after many

boat. He will take you out to the drop-off where the water turns from a bright crystal-

bevies and some speeches the meat and veg was ready. And Delicious!

turquoise to a deep clear teal and with the tap of a dish brush on the side of the

As I am adverse to single-use plastic, JCR had strict instructions from

boat, you are surrounded by about 20 reefs sharks all looking surprisingly friendly.

me to bring the paper plates and metal cutlery. He forgot; but his Island

It’s always an incredible experience to swim with these creatures.

upbringing and Cocos ingenuity prevailed and as a result we ended up

After a swim with the sharks you can head over to Direction Island for some lunch

eating our dinner off carefully selected palm fronds with our fingers. It

and a snorkel. With its post card beaches, it really is one of the most beautiful Islands

was one of the tastiest meals I’ve had on Island in 10 years.

I have ever seen.

The local supermarket has all the essentials with a top up of local fish,

You will find white tip reef sharks, turtles, giant Maori wrasse and a diverse

limes and of course coconuts!

abundance of beautifully coloured marine life as you swim through the tropical

It’s not cheap as it’s flown in once a week, but when you have duty free

waters. Something else that’s a lot of fun is playing golf across the runway with the

booze and nothing else to spend your money on it all evens out in the

locals. Once you have joined the West Islanders in a game of golf you truly feel like

wash.

a local yourself! Its experiences like these that make your holiday more than just the

From the video it looks amazing… how do we get there?

wind and waves!

You just need to jump on a Virgin Australia flight from Perth International

Sounds nice! What’s the food like on the Cocos?

Airport and 4 hours later you’ll be met by the team with cold drinks

I love the dinners we have on the Cocos. We have to use our imagination to make

and warm winds. Flights to the Cocos run twice a week with some

something delicious and wholesome for the crew each night using the local foods

connecting flights to the East Coast.

we have on the Island and with what we can fly in weekly.

Zephyr Kite Tours runs all-inclusive packages to the Cocos Islands

Last season we had our Zephyr Kite Tours 10 year celebration at Trannies Beach

during July to September for complete beginners, intermediates and

(down heartbreak Drive of course) where John Clunes Ross aka JCR cooked his

experienced riders.

famous Hangi.

Billy Hampton enjoying the consistent conditions in Cocos
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Nick Jacobsen set to
join Moon Tours in Zanzibar

Close Call in Cocos
The Cocos Islands are the stage for the quality video just
released by film maker Terry Taplin. A superb session of neat
riding, crystal clear waters and heavenly kitesurfing footage
featuring West Australia’s North pro riders Billy Hampton &

Nick you are known for doing some pretty crazy stuff.

Join Cabrinha guest rider Nick Jacobsen in Zanzibar Africa where

The crane in South Africa, pools in Nitro city, etc. Do

participants will now doubt learn a thing or two about mega

you get scared when you’re doing those stunts?

loops and boosting huge. we are excited!

“When I’m doing what I do, if it’s climbing something

AUGUST 14 - 24, 10 nights, 11 days

big or jumping from whatever, I’m so focused that I

There’s a lot of debate as to where the best kite locations are in

One memorable day we decided to do a photo shoot with

actually forget to be scared. If anything goes wrong, I

the world. We believe to be granted this title the location must

Rick Pryce and Terry Taplin at the ‘sweet spot’ by the airport.

know it’s lethal. If I think of the consequences too much,

offer, first of all a warm tropical climate, excellent wind conditions,

After the shoot, Chrissy and I decided to have a freeride

I get scared, and then I know it’s just gonna go wrong.”

perfect white sand and clear shallow water for beginners to pro’s,

Nick Jacobsen

endless beaches for BIG down winders and easy accessible

Chrissy Gaudieri. Billy tells us of an interesting story while
they were shooting the footage for the clip.
Billy: It was my first trip away from my parents and my
fourteen days of epic kitesurfing flew by far too quickly.

session while Rick and Terry went back to get the Troopy and
pick us up way down wind to a spot we’d never kited before.
We had been riding about 5 minutes when we noticed a

waves for novice to advanced. On top of this, great people,

huge RAAF Orion flying low over us. The Islands serve as a

culture, food, history and off the water island options.

military base for Australia and it’s not uncommon to see lots

Now we’re not saying this is the best place in the world but it

of plane activity searching for refugees; so we just kited on.

does tick all the boxes, and we’ve committed to Zanzibar for the
foreseeable future, it’s just that GOOD!!
For more info visit www.mountours.com.au

It then circled and flew over us again this time with landing
lights and the wheels down. There was also flashing car lights
screaming down the runway toward us. Chrissy landed her
kite to investigate further and I stayed on the water as I didn’t
want to ruin a good session. The Hilux driver called me in
and proceeded to scribble our personal details in a note
book. He then informed us that we had been preventing the
RAAF Orion from landing.
He radioed the pilot and sent the all clear. The massive
plane flew over our heads at exactly 30m and landed with
less than 15 minutes of fuel left in its tank. Chrissy and I
packed up and sheepishly trudged down the runway back
to the kite house where we holed up for the rest of the day
stressing over whether we were going to get a large fine or a
night in the Cocos police cells!
Lucky for us, nothing ever eventuated although we still
don’t know what happened to Rick and Terry.
Check out the Kiteboarder’s Heaven video shot on the
Cocos Islands on the website www.zephyrkitetours.com
RICK PRYCE

LARS TERKELSEN

Click here to see the video!
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boreen point campground
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WWW.nooSakiteSurfing.com

eASto’S eXtReme KIte
(04) 0284 2944
3 picardy place
port lincoln, Sa 5606
SaleS@xtremekitepaddle.com.au
WWW.xtremekitepaddle.com.au
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CABRINHA / FX KITE
higher level but comes with the excellent drive

the window and will slack off when you throw

and pull that you typically see in a freeride driven

unhooked tricks.

design.

3 Struts-

The FX is designed to fly through turns rather

The 3 strut panel layout ensures the FX stays fast

than pivoting, so it produces power all the way

and nimble. It feels light in the hands and in the

through a kiteloop. It gets through a kiteloop really

steering.

quick and is able to fly uphill and recover before

Pulley-less bridle

you get close to the water. The bar pressure is

Many hours went into working on the bridle to

light but excellent feedback in the steering. This

make it short, compact and pulley-less which

insures the rider knows exactly where the kite is in

gives it a very direct feel, but keeps the light bar

the sky when doing maneuvers.

feel.

The FX offers smooth power delivery with
predictable

handling.

The

line

slack

Short depower

for

The FX has an upright design with a fairly wide

unhooking is spot on and it has amazing upwind

wing tip design, without being excessive. This

performance. It has more drive than a super

gives it a short depower travel, making it quick

Liquid Force /
Response COntrol Bar

aggressive freestyle kite and is a reactive kite

and responsive. The depower travel on the FX

Redesigned and engineered from the loop up. The new

looping machine when prompted.

kite is quite short, but, it’s linear so it doesn’t

Liquid Force Response Control Bar is the new universal

Modified “C” Shape

have any real hard spots. It’s forgiving and has a

standard.

A growing number of riders are looking for a kite

The arc shape originates from a traditional “C”

comfortable sweet spot.

Adjustable bar ends

that has some attributes of a freeride kite, but lean

shape arc. We removed the straight, “leggy”

Sprint Inflation System with Airlock

Adjust bar ends on the fly for 46cm to 56cm bar width.

more toward a higher performance freestyle kite.

sections near the wing tips, to give the kite

The Sprint Inflation System with Airlock is an

Adjustable mainline cleat

The new FX kite is designed to bridge the gap

an increased ratio between the width and the

efficient and easy way to pump your kite quickly.

Easily move the trim cleat up and down for personal

between competition freestyle and performance

height of the arc. The modification increases

The large one-way Airlock valve quickly feeds air

preference and reach.

freeride.

Its a marriage between these two

the projected area which creates better overall

into the struts from a single location. The Airlock

Automatic/manual chicken loop swivel

genres, and fits in Cabrinha’s range between the

efficiency, with a more direct steering response,

connection to the Sprint pump requires no

Ceramic self-flushing below-the-bar auto-spin swivel to

Chaos and the Switchblade kites.

and helps improve water re-launch.

special adapters. Once inflated you can lock off

ensure twist-free lines.

With a wider wind range and more versatility

The aerodynamic profiles are not quite as lean

each strut independently to keep your kite’s rigid

Ergonomic eva bar grip

than a traditional “C” shape, the FX is a fun kite to

as a full-on competition freestyle kite, but not as

frame, and isolate any accidental strut deflation

Soft, comfortable grip with ergonomic contours for

fly. It’s perfectly suited to perform at the highest

full, knuckled and draft forward as you find in a

from the rest of the kite. When the session is over,

fatigue-less riding and tactile bar orientation.

level of competition, but also forgiving enough to

freeride kite. It’s a blend between a traditional

the entire kite will deflate in seconds thanks to

Molded chicken loop with 100 % de-power

make learning technical moves much less difficult.

“C” shape and a hybrid freeride kite. It delivers

the Airlock valve’s large dump feature.

Reliable, safe and simple to use.

It has the ability to take your freestyle riding to a

predictable power but flies fast enough through

LIQUID FORCE / FOIL & FISH COMBO

North / Hydrofoil

When the guys at Liquid Force

Versatile

risks. With the Hydrofoil from North

started to develop the Foil Fish, a

The board has two tuttle boxes which

Kiteboarding,

lot of people asked “why?”. Their

makes it suitable for either the North

against, or falling on a wing tip is no

answer was simple, “Because

Kiteboarding Hydrofoil or recent

worse than doing the same on the rail

riding on foil is ridiculously fun.”

race foils from other producers.

of a normal wave board.

It’s not about racing or how

Lightweight

Ease of use / stability

much carbon per square inch.

The entire foil is build from 100%

The wing tip is with 100cm (40“)

It’s about taking more sessions,

carbon

the

longer than on most other hydrofoils

carving endless powder turns,

construction extremely durable and

(60-75cm / 24“ to 30“), which

and having a blast on the water.

lightweight.

facilitates learning and reduces the

Safety

rodeo effect through superior pitch

Just about every kiter is intrigued by

and heave stability. The big wings

kite hydrofoils, but most riders are

allow for an easy take-off at low

understandably intimidated by the

speeds.

The long awaited North Kiteboarding Hydrofoil is

sharp wing tips that lurk menacingly

Pitch & Heave stability

The Foil Fish is really easy to ride.

They have manufactured it with

to a plane or drop it into your larger

molded carbon wings that are pretty

travel bag. (This bag only fits the foil,

fat and allow you to get up on foil at

not the board.)

fibre

which

makes

kicking,

bumping

very low speeds. These foils are also

They decided to use their tried-and-

here now!

under most hydrofoil boards.

Foil will not pitch nose-down or nose-

really stable. Most people that we

tested board the Kite Fish as their

Easy to ride

The Hydrofoil is designed with safety

up really quickly.

have taught on the LF Foil Fish are

foilboard. It turns out that this board is

The Hydrofoil was designed with the objective of

as a main priority in mind. The wing

able to get long rides on-foil within

perfect for riding as a foilboard since

having an easy to ride board that is suitable for

tips are connected by safety rails

their first hour of instruction.

it is wide and flat on the deck. The best

anyone who is new to foilboarding.

which avoids most of the common

The aluminum mast (strut) and

part is that the Kite Fish is a blast to

fuselage are light and super strong.

kiteboard on its own without the foil,

The complete Foil Fish package with

and it comes complete with fins and

the board is lighter than most of the

straps so you can ride it separately.

BWSurf / Sea shepherd kite
Shepherd kite to the organisation. Known

kite. Unmatched down the line Drift,

as crusaders who walk a fine line between

lightweight 3 strut design, ‘Consistent

all-carbon competitors. When you are

LF set out to make a foilboard

piracy and protest, the Sea Shepherd

Drive’ custom wingtip design and new

learning to foil, you will smash into the

that was affordable, easy to ride,

rallies against the destruction of the

direct rear line steering enhances rider

bottom no matter where you are, and

and durable. The Foil Fish nailed it

world’s oceans and inhumane slaughter

feedback but eliminates stalling in any

to know that your foil can take some

on three marks, and it is also fast,

of

Spreading

part of the wind window, especially on the

beatings is great peace of mind.

lightweight, and easy to travel with. To

awareness and simultaneously donating

up-stroke. The Sea Shepherd kite’s overall

whales

and

dolphins.

The foil comes complete with a

top it off, the board that the complete

BWSurf are passionate about conserving

funds, flying a Sea Shepherd kite is sure to

simplicity lets you focus on riding the

sweet storage/travel bag. This makes

Foil Fish package comes with doubles

our oceans for future generations to enjoy.

attract attention.

wave while making a statement.

it really easy for travel since you can

as a really fun kiteboard.

They’ve teamed up with Sea Shepherd

Essentially this kite is a special release

fully break the foil down, pack it into

realwatersports.com

Conservation Society, donating 25% of

of the latest model Noise Pro so it has all

all sales from the newly released Sea

the features you’re looking for in a wave

it’s own padded bag, and check it on

Shop online bwsurf.com

CORE / GTS3
CORE presents the brand new version of its freestyle

proven FUTURE-C SHAPE, but also the INTELLIGENT

and wave orientated all-rounder, the GTS3. The 3 in the

TRIM SYSTEM, the distinctive RADICAL REACTION TIPS

name stands for more than the third generation, rather

and the SHORT BRIDLE SYSTEM for a particularly fast

it gives a clear indication to a construction revolution or

translation of steering input. All the other tried and

better said a “turn”- volution, as the classical five strut

trusted details remain on board – with some intensive

design has been replaced with three struts that boast

further developments added: The fast pump system

a light but especially tear resistant CoreTex® Canopy.

has a bigger air diameter, the front tube and tips have

The kite makes strong gains in turn ability and reacts

been strengthened with HF-DACRON as well as the

incredibly directly and very precisely to rider input.

new GRINTEX® PATCHES.

The 3 also stands for the breadth of application of the

You are in for a special treat when you combine the

new CORE kite: Next to the main areas of expertise,

GTS3 with the brand new SENSOR 2 bar system.

being unhooked and wave, the GTS3, more than its

Thanks to the exclusive, CORE developed, SUPPORTED

predecessor, is ideally suited to comfortable and

SINGLE FRONTLINE SAFETY (SSF) the GTS3 will, when

ambitious freeride sessions.

the safety is released, automatically and safely position

It embraces its All-in-one concept more than ever now.

itself in an effective re-launch position.

Even with all the design innovations GTS3 fans will

The brand new GTS3 is available in a total of ten sizes

feel right at home with the new model and will love

between five and fourteen square meters and is now

the superior C-kite feeling. We’ve not only kept the

available at every CORE dealer for a test ride.

Pic / Thorsten Indra

Takoon / Kappa Series “Source” Twin Tip

Takoon / Boardbag 145
Awesome kite surf travel bag from

The Source Kappa Series remains the

2 new specific sizes enter the range,

Takoon. Heaps of room. As the photos

versatile freeride-freestyle board in the

120cm by 34cm for kids and 158cm by

show, there is plenty of room for 2 Twin

Takoon range that excels in every area.

46cm for light wind.

Tips and two kites and harnesses. The

It benefits from new shapes that

Regular sizes 133x39 / 136x41 /

bag itself is really good quality with a

provide unmatched slide and comfort.

139x42 / 146x43

couple of wheels at the back end and

Size, outline and rocker has been

good strong handles. If you’re going

adjusted to increase performance.

on a kiting holiday somewhere, this

This is the perfect board for those

is about all you’ll need to take all the

looking for fun and “easy” performance

gear for a couple of people.

for fast progression.

GEAR REVIEWS

Each issue we will run a selection of gear reviews by the top shop riders around the country. For more reviews check out our webpage.

Slingshot / Angry Swallow & Screamer
I enjoyed a few sessions where I took these boards

On passing a nearly breaking wave, I accidentally

Finish: Colourful and stylish. With artwork from

with some other crew on down-winders on the

smacked a hard bar end into my new board

Dave Rastovich, of waves, beach scenes and

Sunshine Coast and we swapped mid session to

expecting to see a crack and hole. I found no

beautiful women, all under a high gloss finish

compare the boards in similar conditions.

sign of damage – I was very impressed with that

over bamboo, these boards are a work of art.

Obviously, the Screamer and the Angry Swallow
feature the parallel rail/cut off nose shape, which

Construction: The strength comes from an

Fluid X dampening system, born from the snow-

I have been a fan of for some time since riding

awesome construction lay up with the deck

sports industry, and allowing the designers to

the Firewire Vanguard. So I was expecting at least

having a glass on bamboo on glass on PVC foam

achieve more flex without vibration and torsional

good speed from these shapes.

on glass on the EPS foam core. That’s 3 layers of

twist, giving a really nice clean smooth feel.

My first impression of both the Screamer and
the Angry Swallow was massively positive with
particular attention to the stability. But more on
that later.
Speed: First let me say, it had the extra speed

glass, one PVC foam layer and a layer of bamboo.
No wonder my “smash-it” effort was rejected!
Turning:

The Screamer, has

a moderate concave and a rounded pin tail.

Slingshot are the first company to

introduce the toolless FCSII fin system. I Love

This is where the Screamer and

the Angry Swallow differ.

FCSII:

this system. It’s so easy to change fins and enjoy
extra drive for bigger surf, or more release when

It

pushing through your carve turns for a slide. Also

I was expecting, which is a great foundation for

turns very easily and feels loose, it grips and

for travel and overloaded down-winders, quickly

Mike Walker - Kitethrills

most moves in surfing. It’s much easier to trim

initiates turns easily, and feels comfortable in the

and easily taking your fins out is such a bonus.

Caloundra Qld

speed if you don’t need it than to gain it when you

steeper tight sections. I’ve stolen a few barrels

Kitethrills started as a school

do. The single biggest advantage of the parallel

on the Screamer and it felt good in the pocket;

in late 1999 and has now

rail shape is the extra speed, especially in kiting

like it wanted to be there. Snap turns were natural

The Angry Swallow enjoys a 5 fin FCSII set up

taught thousands of lessons

where upwind ability is a huge advantage.

and easy, encouraging a more vertical approach

giving you versatility and choice. The Screamer is

to the lip.

a thruster set-up.

Full deck pads and Slingshot quality straps are
included in the package.

Caloundra’s

Stability: If you enjoy the odd floater or foam

kitesurfers their basic skills.

climb, then the parallel rail shapes will take your

The Angry Swallow on the other hand has a lot

Price: The Slingshot range is very good value

Experience counts and our

steeze to the next level. It’s so fun on these boards

more volume in the tail with the wider and thicker

for money in 2015. Priced at $1049 and including

reputation on the beaches as

to ride the lip and take the drop down, expecting

swallow tail. It feels really great on the flatter

FCSII fibreglass fins, straps and EVA pads, as well

the most Professional, Patient,

to crash out but to ride away with a grin and style

sections of the wave, bottom turning to accelerate

as industry leading technology in construction

Effective, Safe and Successful

you weren’t expecting. The shorter length leaves

onto the shoulder and cutting back. Wider carve

and innovation, they are very well priced boards

kite school is deserved.

you with a feeling of control and domination of

turns felt natural on this shape, and I couldn’t help

and much better value for money than a lot of

the board. If you’re new to kitesurfing the Angry

thinking I want to cruise and take it easy, enjoying

their competitors.

Swallow will feel easy and under control.

the day and the scenery. It was so stable and easy

The Screamer comes in sizes

- it felt good to relax a bit.

5’2” x 17” x 2 ¼” Volume 21.7 L

and

Rebstock ripping

Features: The Slingshot range all feature the

considering the mid range weight of the board.

most

of

Jumping: The other thing about the sawn-off
nose shape is the air float. They jump really well,

Both boards enjoy a very late rocker increase

with a big consistent shape under foot to blow

right in the tip at the nose, which really helps

The Angry Swallow comes in sizes

onto your feet. They catch the air and drift with

to avoid unwanted accidental nose dives and

5’2” x 17 ¾” x 2 7/16”

you nicely. While the Slingshot boards might be

pearling, something which I found to be a

5’4” X 18’ 3/16” X 2 7/16” Volume: 26L

heavier than some surfboards, they are lighter

disappointment in the otherwise fun Firewire

5’6” x 18 ¾” x 2 ½” Volume 29L

than a lot of kiteboards and they are very strong.

Vanguard.

~ Mike Walker

5’4” x 17 ¾” x 2 5/16” Volume 23.3 L
Volume 24.5 L

BEST / Profanity 141 + Humanoid Howl combo
Noe Font with the profanity howl combo

BIANCA ASHER

Jarrett Stock Sunshine Coast Kitesurfing Co
Cotton Tree Qld
Sunshinecoastkitesurfing.com
started in 2006 and was the
first shop in the area. We have
the largest stock of AIRUSH in
Queensland and BEST in the
area. I started teaching kiting
in 2008, been teaching and kiting in Cotton Tree ever
since. Love riding the AIRUSH Razor with BEST Profanity &
BEST Humanoid Boots. Favorite trick; Back Mobe.

OZONE / C4

For 2015 the board I choose to

ridden with fins because of the quad

ride is the 2015 BEST Profanity.

A

concave which has heaps of grip for

True Wakestyle board, the Profanity

edging. The Profanity easily slides on

is set up to get heaps of pop and

obstacles because of the snowboard

max displacement of water for soft

based bottom.

landings. The 2015 Profanity has been

also looks pretty cool, with some

much improved from last years model.

out there graphics. Its good to see

This year the Profanity has a quad

when companies get creative.

concave base for maximum traction

downside I have found to this board is

without fins. The base also features a

that in lighter winds it’s harder to get

sintered snowboard base for ultimate

up wind, however this is true on most

The C4 is back for 2015 and promises to put a smile on the faces

sliding on obstacles. The Profanity has

wakestyle boards with rocker, you just

of all the keen freestylers, helping them progress from their first

just enough rocker so as not to slow

have to ride more lit.

backloops to the most powered unhooked tricks. The C4 has

Antoine Sabourin – Kitepower
Since moving to Sydney in 2010, he’s
been out riding every windy day and
joined the Kitepower team as well as

The board this year

the NSW Kiteboarding Association.
When not boosting or trying to pass
the bar you’ll find him setting up

Only

events and comps for Sydney kiters.

you down when trying to get up wind,

The Humanoid Howl Boots are really

indeed made its reputation by bringing C shape performance

flat enough to keep your speed, carve

comfortable and keep your ankle very

while maintaining user friendliness. It’s got the raw power to

into your pop and land with power.

stable.

The Velcro is awesome for

send you to the moon, but enough depower to smooth out the

This year BEST also released the new

getting in and out of the boots. They

gust and won’t be a pain to relaunch. One doesn’t need to be

2015 BEST Humanoid Howl Boots. The

are fairly light as well for being an

a PKRA pro-rider to enjoy the consistent power through the turn

Humanoid Howl Boots are designed

average priced boot.

and the direct bar feedback of a C-shape. I’ve actually seen many
intermediate riders finding typical all-rounder kites a bit tame but

to be ridden with the Profanity and are

Couple of things I didn’t like about

an awesome combination. The Boots

the boots is the big metal pieces to

come with Velcro straps so you can

hold the boot in place on your board.

I ain’t no hardcore wakestyler myself but I’ve been riding them in

easily get in and out of the boots if you

It would have been interesting to see

9 and 12 for the last 3 seasons and loving it, as they’ve been great

are in trouble. The Humanoid Howl

the weight of the boots/board combo

to push my skills in both airstyle and unhooked tricks. I find Ozone

Boots have also got great ankle support

without these metal inserts, maybe a

has achieved the perfect bar feel with a fair amount of power

so your foot isn’t moving around a lot.

harder plastic instead. Also the nose

going through the back lines which helps me land the biggest

The high back of the boot isn’t too soft

of the boot is a closed toe and is a bit

jumps super smoothly without even looking at the kite. Whether

and not too stiff, allowing for a bit of

stiff, might take you a while to break

it’s a board off, loop or blind judge, I feel confident pushing harder

flex when going for a grab and still stiff

them in.

on my tricks and trying new ones because the kite behaves so

having a blast with the C4.

All in all I love the board and boot

nicely. I’ve even taken it on a surf and on a foil, and while obviously

combination BEST has put together

not as good as a dedicated wave or race kite, it didn’t feel like it

Advantages and Disadvantages.

this year. Seems that most of the major

was holding me back.

The thing I love about the Profanity

companies are releasing a wakestyle

Having built paragliders for decades and achieved amazing

is that it’s reasonably light at only 3.4

board with boot combination. Happy

results in the racing side of things with the Edge and Chrono, the

kilos. Most wakestyle boards are quite

riding from Jarrett (instructor) Sunshine

Ozone team know a thing or two about making things fly. The C4

heavy making it harder to do your

Coast Kitesurfing

is strong but light, with a thin but sturdy leading edge and struts.

enough to get heaps of pop when you
load your edge.

freestyle as well as wakestyle tricks.

The new double ripstop canopy material makes it even a little

The board really doesn’t need to be

more crisper and reactive, which is particularly noticeable in the

The reinforcement of Dacron leading
edge and multi-layered Teijin canopy

bigger sizes. I now love a session

I’ve tried many good kites from

on my 12 as much as on the 9.

alot of brands over the years and

The C4 still comes with a 45cm

the C4 is definitely my favourite,

bar and 23m lines but a 38cm bar

I always encourage all my friends

is also now available for the smaller

and fellow riders to demo one!

size, which makes them slower and

~ Antoine Sabourin

perfect for unhooked moves.

IKON / PEAK 2
Bonny Sulistyo / KSS – Kite-Surf-Sup WA
We ride most afternoon, as I shut the shop at
4pm so I can manage my sanity and at the same
time catch up with my clients and team riders.
I stand by my products and lead by example,
as well as provide a hospitable kite shop. After
all I have had 20yrs knowing the importance of
customer service and satisfaction.

bar is what’s on offer, which is the right size

agenda as I had my surfboard strapped.

for majority of us.

The kite boosts massive, as expected from

simply featuring Kawasaki green, jet black

When it came to launching there was

a delta. The descending of the boost was

and KTM orange made the kite looked

no shortage of volunteers, being the new

a bit quick for my liking, but the kite loops

tricked, yet the strength of the materials

kite on the market, everyone wants to cop

were precise, yet forgiving but direct in feel.

could double as a shroud for a bomb attack.

a feel. In the air the kite felt really smooth

Down looping was great, I was able to slow

By this time old mate Andre overtook me

with a nice gradient of bar pressure through

down a jump to it’s apex and down looped

and was set up down the beach with his

the depower line. I have noticed the bar

the kite, throwing an off-axis front-roll, with

lines. So it was time to leave the kite and

pressure is lighter than the 1st generation,

the intention of landing riding the wave in

move on to my bar. The CONVERT BAR 2

it’s definitely a better balanced bar and a

front. This trick I like to do in slow motion,

has been completely redesigned; in fact it’s

welcoming change.

the bigger the jump the slower the roll.

a completely new bar to the generation 1.
As it seemed, the first bar was doing the
job but was very 2008. This 2nd generation

As soon as I was on my board, it felt like

Achieving this with a 9m, rather than my

an old trusty work boots: comfortable,

usual 10m was not only successful but also

functional, capable and safe.

easy and fluent.

bar isn’t as pretty as some bars on the market

I ride mainly hooked in but at times I love

This kite can do everything at 90%

that focus on colours; it’s all business here.

the freedom of unhooking, so my kite must

capabilities, so it’s true to the freeride genre.

To be honest I’m going to use this for my

be versatile.

I’ll be keeping this one for my quiver

REO. I love this bar as it provides practicality,

I rode my first few waves hooked in and

of great kites. The IKON PEAK 2 second

forgiveness, safety and efficiency for all

from the first swoop into the wave it manages

generation will stand as my travel kite for all

calibre of riders. The industry standard

to drive a nice even pull as expected, along

kinds of riding and conditions around the

push away quick release is nicely packaged.

with a medium drift capability. This great

world, as it provides me with the confidence

To re-activate the system is very simple and

start continued on to be better and better

that I have the right tool for the job.

doesn’t seem to be a chore. The gentle grip

going, as I got further and further down the

and soft molded ends feels great to hold.

beach. It’s a very predictable kite and very

And the soft ends are friendly for my fragile

fast in response. It captures energy wherever

surfboard, but most importantly my head.

it is in the air. It didn’t luff even at times

The plastic coated depower and steering

when I had slack lines for a few moments.

line is underrated, but is missed when it’s

Boosting and kite looping was next on my

Keen on cracking the 9m PEAK 2

Before long the Peak 2 easily

not there, so I’m glad it features with this bar.

by IKON KITEBOARDING, I began to

slipped out of its generous sized

Clamcleat for the power trimmer has proven

set my fins on my Firewire board and

bag and within a minute and a half,

time and time again to be awesome, so why

started preparing for the end of the

it was pumped harder than a mud-

change? What is smart about the IKON is

day at my shop, KSS, Scarborough.

stuck Hummer, thanks to the FIT (Fast

that this bar is suited for all IKON kites. That

With the doctor knocking on my

Inflation Transfer) system.

means you can travel with as many kites as

door delivering 23 knots of wind I

I had a bit of time while the boys

you want and just use the one bar. Ben has

couldn’t contain myself any longer. I

were setting up to admire the quality

engineered the kite wing tips differently for

called Dan Jones and Andre Cater, it

of construction. Using top material

each size kite to make this possible. The

was time for our 4:15 Board meeting

T9600 from Teijin, the kite felt crispier

time spent on this for our convenience is

at the usual City Beach groyne.

than Heston’s triple cooked chips.

well appreciated, “onya mate!” So a 46cm

n
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t
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m
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JASON WOLCOTT

I am always on the lookout for the next
Grom coming up, someone who shows
the promise of developing into a top level
pro one day. For some reason, they are few
and far between in surfkiting. I was able to
spend some time in WA on the hunt and
came across 15 yr old North team rider
Billy Hampton of Margaret River.

My first chance to see him ride was a solo session at the notorious wave known only

How did you get into kiting?

as “the zoo”, a bone crushing aquamarine shore break that is the furthest thing you

I watched dad learning to kite and thought what great fun it

would think of when wanting to kite in the waves. Not only was he under the scrutiny

looked. I also thought to myself how fantastic it would be if I

of my watchful eye, he also had 4 world-class pros standing on the beach cheering

could get better than dad at some sort of sport. So I nagged him

him on. If he had butterflies, we never saw them as he hacked the rideable waves to

a lot and finally wore him down till he got me a beginners kite

pieces and ran for his life on the evil ones. We all came away impressed with the way

when I was 10. It was a dodgy 5m which I mastered in a couple

Billy rode and also with the confidence and abilities that few riders his age possess.

of weeks. Dad then realised I was serious and bought me a North

I sat down for a chat with the grom over a wood fired pizza in his backyard learning

5m Evo, which I loved because of the 5th line safety feature. By

that he has dreams of aspirations to give dogs shitty haircuts and progress strapless

the end of that first season I had mastered front rolls and back

kitesurfing to the next level. The future is looking bright in south of WA.

rolls and I haven’t looked back.

RICK PRYCE

Favourite spot to ride?

Favourite kite?

Best shark story?

Tell me about your family?

Gnaraloo. The waves are so perfect and flawless its

I love the feel of the 2015 North Vegas for

I don’t really have a good shark story but this is the

Well being the youngest, I get given the worst mattress

absolute bliss when riding. The wave just allows you to

freestyle, I haven’t yet tried the wake bar with

closest I’ve been to one. We were in the Abrohlos

when camping and the torch with dead batteries, but I

park the kite and ride at the perfect speed strapless.

it but I can’t wait for mine to turn up. For waves

islands spearfishing in 40m of water. Dad dives in

get the best kiting gear which is a great bonus. That’s a

You can get your bottom and top turns dialed in really

I’ll have to go with the 2015 North Neo 6m they

over the side of our friends 2.2m rubber ducky. I’m

very hard question for a 15 yr old because our job at this

well.

are really grunty and turn so quick. I absolutely

still getting my wetsuit on and he comes up with a

age is to create family conflict. My mums a good cook

Favourite pizza?

love them.

dogtooth tuna, which he chucks into the boat. Just

though and helps with homework and that sort of thing

Smoked salmon with prawns and bocconcini, with a

Tell me about your dad, he seem like he

as he gets in, the tuna flicks out of the boat. Dad tries

and dad takes me to the beach most days.

drizzle of extra virgin olive oil.

really is supportive of getting you in the

to send me over, but I’ve got a real shark feeling. I

Who do you like to ride with most?

What’s a drop bear? Have you seen one?

water.

put my mask on and am about to jump in but decide

Someone who isn’t really serious, it’s always good to

They are very vicious and unusually large bears. I’ve

Yeh he is. Dad did a lot of competitive

to check first. There was a decent sized Mako about

go out and have fun instead of train, train, train. It clears

never seen one but I always go outside with vegemite

windsurfing when he was younger. So he

1.5x the length of the boat, just underneath us

your head and in my opinion you learn so much more

behind my ears to protect myself.

understands how everything works, which is

shredding up the tuna. We decide to bail and go to

with less punishment.

Who do you look to for inspiration?

really helpful. He competes in the ‘legends’

another island to dive off. Funny enough it takes me

Tell me about the area you grew up in and kite?

Myself off course… Nah, Keahi De Aboitiz and Pedro

category too.

ages to sort my stuff out and just as I was about to

It’s a great area. A little bit dodgy due to the shallow

Henrique. They both have very different riding styles

So, you like to stand up paddle?

dive again another 4m Mako breeches 10 metres in

reef and rocks everywhere, but that’s what makes it so

from everyone else. They flow a lot more in my opinion,

It’s quite good to get away from kiting and

front of me. I spat the dummy and refused to go in

unique. The crew around here are also great, it’s always

that’s why I look to them for inspiration.

focus on something else, although I don’t do it

the water after that.

fun riding with them.

Describe your riding style?

enough. I really quite enjoy pulling into Margies

Why did you give your dog a Mohawk?

Favourite movie?

I’ll let you be the judge of that! But I’m trying to lean

bombie when it’s double overhead.

It had to be done. Also to get my mum back for all

It will be Dumb and Dumber because it stupidly relates

towards effortless flow with speed and power. Been

You kind of have that Keahi type vibe going…

the bad haircuts she gave me when I was a kid. My

to my life.

able to ride triple over-head bombs strapless would be

stand up paddle, wakestyle, surfstyle…. do

sister, dad and I have been keen to give him a stupid

Sponsors?

great too as I still ride the big Margies bombs in straps.

you have a favourite way to spend your time

haircut for the past year. We normally shave the dog

Quicksilver,

It’s very difficult to get that style but not impossible and

on the water?

when it comes into summer. So I seized the moment

kiteboarding, ION apparel, and Fanatic stand up paddle

its one of my goals to work and develop it.

Yes, going faster than windsurfers and just

and did it although it’s a bit embarrassing walking

boards.

being out on the water trying new things in

down the beach with a dog sporting a Mohawk …

Words of advice?

every condition.

Futures

fins, WA

Don’t give your dog a Mohawk.

Surf

store,

North

Annabel Van Westerop
Age? 21 in a few weeks! Sponsors? Cabrinha kites, NP Surf, and Saba Rock Resort Hometown? Aruba
How did you get started kiteboarding?
When I was 13, my dad picked up kiteboarding and of
course I wanted to try it too! I was too young though,
so I started windsurfing first. However, after six months I
couldn’t hold out any longer and after a few lessons I was
completely hooked!
These questions are kind of boring…
Whats the naughtiest thing you have ever done?
I’m never naughty ;)
Tell me something about you that we don’t know?
Gotta get through the basics to get to the good stuff!
Something you don’t know is that I always thought I was
going to make my career out of horseback riding. Quite a
change now huh!
Where is your favorite place to kite?
The British Virgin Islands is the most beautiful location to
kite that I’ve seen. Kiting around these gorgeous islands in
the crystal clear water is a special experience by itself. And
of course my sponsor island Saba Rock is located there.
When I’m looking for a spot to train I prefer to go to Uruau
in Brazil.
Now with Susi moving on, how does it feel to be the
face of female kiteboarding at Cabrinha?
How crazy is it that Susi left! I am incredibly thankful for
everything that she has taught me these past two and
a half years. I’m very proud to be a part of the Cabrinha
team and I can’t wait to promote the brand to the best of
my abilities for the female side of kiteboarding. When I
was 14 and just picking up the sport, I always said: “I want
to be just like Susi Mai one day!” Life has a funny way or
working out sometimes…
Favorite trick?
There’s nothing better than the feeling of landing a double
s-bend pass. On the other hand, there is no worse feeling
than crashing one (:
Freeride or competition? Why?
I have always loved competing from when I was very
young. I love the adrenaline rush and nerves of working up
to the moment and the feeling of accomplishment when
you do well. Even if you lose a heat, as long as you are
happy with the way you performed, all is good. However,
I got a taste of standing on the podium a few times, and I
have to admit that made me feel very very proud!

If you could change one thing… anything…
what would it be?
It would be nice if airplanes could fly a bit faster..
You seem to ride in bikinis a lot, have you had any
serious wardrobe malfunctions?
If you pay very close attention, you’ll find that I ride in
bikinis, but basically always with board shorts on! I’ve
also gotten very good at finding bikinis that stay on very
well. Experience? A little bit. But almost more from seeing
others experience it and planning not to put myself in that
awkward position.
Do you enjoy the modeling side of kiteboarding; you
have to do that a lot for product shoots yeh?
I like photo shoots because it’s so different than what
I normally do. With action shoots I still do very different
tricks than when I usually practice so it’s already different.
With actual lifestyle and modeling it feels like being a
completely different person for a day (wearing make-up
and all..!) which is quite exciting. And I love seeing the
results!
Do you have a boyfriend? No (:
What’s it like to be living the dream of being a pro
kiteboarder?
Travelling the world, pursuing my passion is the best thing
I could wish for. Don’t get me wrong, it can be tough
sometimes, but I love my job and I’m grateful for the life
I’m living every single day.
Worst wipeout?
Back edges, in general and they happen way to often
unfortunately, sometimes leaving the nice present of a
concussion. Gotta love them boots!
Favourite day in your life?
The day I graduated from high school and signed my
international contract with Cabrinha. The true feeling that
day was the beginning of the rest of my life.
Who is your biggest inspiration?
Rachel Brathen. She has gotten world famous by doing
what she loves: yoga. It started as a hobby and by now
she has written a book and travels the world. And above
all that, she still enjoys the little things in life as much as
always.
Favourite quote?
If you really believe, anything is possible.

CAPRICE WINNIMAN

DA BUIZ...

Although hydrofoils are a relatively

Us board riders can thank Laird

new

kite

Hamilton (professional mad man

boarders, they have been around

and hydrofoil tow surf pioneer)

for well over a century. Building on

and Mike Murphy (invented the

some ideas from early foil pioneer

air chair) for the idea of a stand up

Enrico Forlanini, Alexander Graham

rideable hydrofoil board. You may

Bell and his chief engineer Casey

remember seeing footage of Laird

Baldwin were able to design and

riding towing into open ocean

build the first hydrofoil watercraft

swell strapped to a billet aluminium

in 1908. This first craft sparked a

hydrofoil with snowboard boots

nautical engineering arms race

and bindings. We’ve come a long

that culminated in 1919 with the

way from these meager beginnings,

HD-4.

however

product

available

to

This new boat built by

the

dream

of

flying

Bell was equipped with two 250

effortlessly over the water links

horsepower engines, supplied by

these two (Laird and Bell), over the

the U.S military. It was able to set

span of a century.

a world marine speed record that

Fast forward to today and there

stood for over two decades. (70.86

are over 50 commercially available

mph).

Since those early glory

hydrofoil boards oin the market.

days, hydrofoils have been used

Even the Oracle sail boat that

in a plethora of applications, from

won the world cup was on a foil. I

high speed military battleships and

think it’s safe to say that the sailing

commercial ferries, to world class

community has an acute case of foil

sailing boats.

fever.

The key to riding
the foil is a healthy
amount of front foot
pressure and a stance
with your hips forward

Hydrofoil:
A surface forom creating a thrust against
water in a direction perpendicular to the
plane approximated by the surface. A winglike
member having this form, designed to
lift the hull of a moving vessel.
BRANDON SCHEID

VINCENT BERGERON

Click here for some video tutorials on riding the foil!

Once I could ride I also
realised how much
the foil expanded my
exploration on the water,
I was having a ton of
fun simply riding and
exploring new zones at
my kite beach.

As a kiteboarder you are at a huge advantage if you’re looking

aspect ratio. There are two main types of foils on the market

to get into hydrofoiling. It is the easiest way (with a kite) to get

right now, low aspect and high aspect. Low aspect foils

onto the magic carpet, for most people, six sessions is enough

have larger surface areas, they allow slower speeds to rise

to start logging long rides with your new buddy Aladdin. They

onto the foil, but top out on speed earlier than the high AR

are more affordable for us than in any other sector. Couple

wings. High aspect race wings are thin, sharp and narrow,

that with the lowering of the rideable wind range, as low as 6-8

and require a much faster riding speed to provide lift. They

knots, and you have a match made in heaven. It’s no wonder

are also extremely fast and can reach top speeds upwards of

that so many kiteboarders are interested/getting into foiling

30 knots. As a beginner I recommend starting with a lower

this year. For me it was the sensation of flying that initially

aspect foil. You will have an easier time getting up on the

attracted me to the hydrofoil. The promise of never ending

foil and maintaining longer smoother more controlled rides.

powder-like runs had me eager to learn. Once I could ride I

As you become a more experienced foiler you can decide to

also realised how much the foil expanded my exploration on

upgrade to a faster set of wings.

the water, I was having a ton of fun simply riding and exploring

The next important factor is interchangeability. In addition

new zones at my kite beach. After a few kite trips with the foil,

to being able to upgrade or change your wing configuration,

I quickly realised how it can save a day of kiteboarding when

with good interchangeability, you can also replace broken

the wind decides not to show up at the beach. Now I rarely

parts when, not if, you happen run your foil into something

travel anywhere without my trusty magic carpet.

hard. In addition to upgrades and replacement, you will also

If you’re looking to get into hydrofoiling, as a kiteboarder
you have a ton of options.

Carbon or no carbon, tuttle

be able to pack your foil down nice and small for transport
and easy travel.

boxes or bolt on, high aspect or low, the choices are quite

The rest of the differences are personal choice dictated by

overwhelming. There are a few key characteristics you should

your style, foil goals, or in some cases salary. Do you want

look for when buying a foil.

to deal with fragile carbon parts and repairs or strong but

First is the ease of use and learning, which is directly related to

weighty aluminium? Would you rather ride a surfboard, a
race board or a strapless wake skate? Do you want to race
everyone in sight, or do you want to explore and free ride?
What’s your budget? By answering some simple questions
about what you want to get out of foiling, it will help you
narrow down your choices.
Once you have your foil, take your time with it, it’s not
something to be conquered in one day, rather slowly built
up over a few sessions. It is something totally foreign at first,
remember your riding the wing a metre below you, not the
board. The board just becomes a control surface for the
actual wing, and becoming accustomed to this is extremely
awkward. It’s kind of like learning to kite board all over
again……yay!

The key to riding the foil is a healthy amount of front
foot pressure and a stance with your hips forward.
This will feel foreign, as a normal kiteboarding stance
is the opposite of this. (Back foot pressure and hips
shifted backwards). This new combination of stance
and pressure will keep the foil riding flat and smooth
beneath you, disengaged. When you’re ready to lift
out of the water, shift your weight onto your back
leg by subtly moving your hips, then immediately re
-weight your front foot. This will raise the foil upwards
in the water column (back foot pressure) then flatten
and stabilize it in its new higher position (front foot
pressure). Once here try your best to stabilize your
stance and ride on the cloud for as long as possible,
until you crash. Don’t be afraid of ejecting when
crashing., It’s always better to get away from the
foil and try again, than to go down in a ball of sharp
carbon, water, and flesh.
After these first few rides you should be hooked,
with a huge foil face smile and ready for more.
Welcome to the ever growing sick ward, as of now
there is no cure for foil fever.

STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND
Living in Canada as a kiteboarder, you spend your freezing cold winters
daydreaming about places filled with wind and sun. The Ontario riding
season is incredibly short. Summer wind is very fickle so the spring and
fall are your only chance for anything semi-consistent, but even then
sessions can be few and far between. Through my teen years, the lack of
wind was made even more difficult by the fact that I lived 2.5 hours from
my summer home during the school year, which meant that it was very
hard to ride when there was actually wind. I’ve been kiting for 11 years
now but I must admit it does feel like less due to those short seasons early
on! Even so, Oliphant (my home spot), will always be my favourite place
in the world to ride. It is where this life started for me - my stepping stone.
Nothing could ever replace those 8 hour days on the water with my best
friends, crashing, laughing, learning, and falling in love with the best sport
in the world. All we did was eat, sleep, kite, and party as groms, and I can
affectionately say it was one of the best times of my life.
The Canadian cold did eventually get to me however, and I started
making my way to new places during the winter and spring. I took my
kiteboarding all over the US, the Caribbean, and eventually down into
the windy lagoons of Northeast Brazil to train. It was on these trips that
I discovered my love and talent for being a vagabond. I had this strange
knack for being completely content in new places, allowing myself to melt
into new cultures and places with ease and comfort. That is not to say that
I didn’t miss my family, but to me home has always been where the wind
and the beach is. Staying in contact with family constantly means more
than any physical place, and I don’t think proximity necessarily equals
closeness. I believe it is possible for some people to be closer over large
spaces than others who are right beside each other. I owe a lot of who I
am to the experiences I have had on this crazy journey.

Travelling is good for all people
regardless of the purpose, but
travelling for the sheer love of
something like kiteboarding is an
incredible way to grow as a person

ELLIOT DRURY

WOLCOTT/LIQUIDEYE

Some bullet points comparing Australia to Canada: • The sense of humour is different. My sarcasm was lost on

just about everybody. • Kangaroos instead of moose and possums instead of squirrels.

• The food is different (meat pie, anyone?). • The accent/slang takes about a year to adapt to. “Howyagoinmate?” “

...Pardon???” • Sydney winters feel as cold as Canadian ones. Apparently they don’t insulate?

• Everything wants to kill you (see: all animals). • Boxed wine is a thing. • No Tim Hortons, all coffee is f***ing expensive. • Footy is king, not hockey (yes I have hacked my interwebs to stream it from home).

there are hundreds, if not thousands more insane spots
around this incredible country I have yet to discover.
I had always dreamed of kiteboarding in

It was pretty funny moving here, my

Australia, but it never seemed possible.

ability of making anywhere feel like home

Flights

expensive,

was really tested and I had a massive

and I had heard the cost of living was

period of adjustment. Australia is so

astronomical (definitely true!). When my

different from Canada even though many

girlfriend was accepted into graduate

people will tell you they are the same.

school in Sydney, we essentially decided

It’s funny that it took me longer to feel

on the spot that we were going to pick

at home here than it did in Brazil. Once

up and move. I had secretly hoped that

I did however, I really started to love

she would get into Perth as it is the only

the Australian lifestyle. It is a beautiful

place foreigners know as a good kite spot

country with incredible kiteboarding

in Australia, but we decided that Sydney

opportunities. Anyone that comes here

was the best option for us and made the

should take the time to drive up and down

move. I never would have imagined that

the coastlines with their gear. The amount

the wind would be so consistent and the

of spots you can find will blow you away.

conditions so amazing here as everything

There are some secret spots I love in

I had read pointed to Sydney being

Sydney, but otherwise Safety Bay in Perth,

completely average for kiteboarding.

Cotton Tree on the Sunshine Coast, and

That just goes to show you don’t believe

Whitehaven beach on the Whitsundays

everything you read! My initial plan was

have been my favourite places to ride

to become a more proficient surfer and

so far. I have the utmost confidence that

to hit the cable park a lot. When I got

there are hundreds, if not thousands

here and started working at Kitepower

more insane spots around this incredible

however, I realised the endless potential

country I have yet to discover. Cheers to

for amazing kite sessions. So now my

Australia for giving me a second home

windy summer evenings are filled with

and to all of the people that have made

amazing kite sessions, and I spend the

this transition so amazing.

were

incredibly

less windy winter juggling kiting, surfing,
and cable sessions. It took me a while
to realise it, but Sydney is a big kid’s
playground.

Interviewed by Ryland Blakeney

Dan Jones

the Busiest
guy we know
Ikon kites team rider Dan Jones is most likely
the guy who would show up to get your cat out
the tree and also most likely to turn up for an
afternoon kite.

Lives: Doubleview, Perth WA Kiting: For 10 years
Sponsors: IKON Kiteboarding, CW Surfboards, Ocean & Earth
Ok let’s talk equipment. Run us through your current quiver of boards, kites,
harness/set up etc you’re currently using?

He is a dedicated father, firefighter, and small business owner

I’m currently riding the new series of 2015 IKON Peak 2 kites. I’ve been loving all the

which makes the fact he rips so hard at kiting that much more

sizes but I’m really stoked on the 12m and the 5m rips on the windy days!!

amazing. My brother is a firefighter so I know that difficulty

I’ve been riding CW boards for ages. My latest two boards are a lot smaller than I’m

of getting hired, the hours, the dangers of the job. It takes

used to; a 5’7 and a 5’8 compared with my other boards, which range from around

a special kind of person to take such risks to make sure our

the 5’10 to 6’1 mark. They are going really well and still holding volume through the

neighbourhoods are safe.

nose despite their size.

Dan is one of those guys that you feel lucky to know, he is an all

Tell us about your local setup and where/who you ride with on a daily basis?

around good guy, just the kind of person you expect to put on

My local has been getting busier by the season ha ha. We don’t have the best waves

a uniform and answer the call when you are having the worst

around but we get pretty consistent wind through summer and when the odd swell

day of your life. We wanted to thank Dan for his service in the

front hits it throws up some pretty epic days.

community as well as show you that this guy rips kiting. We also

Most days it’s all about kiting with the local crew who I have been kiting with from

wanted to see what would come out of turning Ryland Blakeney

when I started. We have a pretty cool system going where we drop a car at one

loose to interview one of his buddies…

location and kite down through the beach breaks about 4 kms and finish up about
5 mins drive from my house.
So you just signed with IKON tell us about how that come about?
IKON have been great. I have known Ben, the owner, for years. I first met Ben
through Airush when he was their kite designer. Over the last few years I was riding
for BWS while Ben was busy establishing IKON. When Ben approached me to ride
with the team I couldn’t pass up the opportunity. With IKON being based here it’s
a great chance to work closely with them to help develop, test and ride the gear. I
really believe in their products and connect with the vision they have going forward.
Sweet, IKON have a pretty solid wave kite that a heap of the local crew here
also ride - what do you like about it and the way it works for you in the waves?
The construction is great, which a good wave kite needs to be. I like how smooth
and effortless it flies, which applies to all their kite sizes. The bar is a real attraction
for me as well because it’s simple and easy to use, which makes riding unhooked a
lot better.
You also mentioned you ride Clearwater boards and I know you have been
getting boards off them for years- Steve Del Rosso has a huge reputation in WA
and Oz for his shaping skills, how did that relationship come about and what
makes his boards work for you?
I met Steve when I began kiting. I love his boards and he has always been really
supportive of me, and the whole kitesurf scene.
CHRIS STEELE

My ultimate DREAM day is....
Sleep in, breakfast, 3-4 foot offshore peeling right handers with youR mate,
lunch and beers, then a few hours oF sunset beers with my family and friends.

I feel like every season that goes by he understands the needs and

There’s

good

the bombie and then a further kilometer

The comp scene in Oz has been pretty quiet. There isn’t

requirements for kiting in the waves more. I really believe boards are

wipeouts I’ve seen, but what’s your

sure

been

a

few

down the beach. I came out without a

a lot happening but I think that will change over the next

a massive part of kiting and just like surfing; surfboards are designed

worst wipeout/bark lost etc that

scratch however the whole scenario was

few years and guys will start progressing the scene. WA has

specifically for different locations and wave types. This is something

sticks in your memory?

a situation I will never forget.

been trying to amp up a few events, which has been great,

that I don’t think other kite companies have quite grasped yet. I’m

Ha ha yes you have and you have saved

So in WA you mainly get lefts and

and you can really see the level rising in each event.

really excited to continue riding for CW and continue exploring with

my ass and gear a few times now.

being a natural footer mainly ride

What’s your take on the current level/style of the current

his boards.

The best one was a couple of years ago

backhand and a lot of unhooked

top riders in the sport?

Yeah the boards seem to be working for you, so I know you’re a

when we went up north in the desert

riding too, what makes you prefer

I think it’s good the trips I have been on I have kited with

busy man Dan - what do you do for a crust?

camping with the family for a month.

this approach to the waves- is it from

guys like yourself, Keahi, Reo, Ben Wilson and Rob Kidnie.

Yeah I work two jobs. I work as a Firefighter and also run my own

It was near the end of the trip when the

a surfing background?

They are definitely pushing the sport in the right direction

carpentry business. It keeps me pretty busy ha ha.

biggest swell hit over 3 days. I tried to

I started unhooking in the waves from

and are amazing to draw inspiration from. Ian Alldredge

The Fire Service is a great steady income with lots of holidays and a

kite each day but the wind was too light.

the start and to be honest I don’t know

and Patrick Rebstock are also killing their game too. I love

great roster. The second job is to pay the heavy WA bills.....

Finally on the last day of the swell and

any other way now. Recently I have

watching their latest clips. I think the top scene is in good

I have to admit I take my hat off to you - so Firies, your own

the trip the wind picked up enough

started riding hooked in for barrels and

hands.

business with staff as well as a wife and lil’ girl- how do you find

to kite. The waves were pumping with

continue unhooking for hits down the

A lot of crew are getting into this unstrapped freestyle/

time to slay waves each arvo?

some solid 10 footers coming through.

line. I have always tried to set my riding

spinny twisty ballet dangle style etc- what’s your take

Yep comes down to watching the weather, swell charts and perfect

While on the inside the wind just shut

going top to bottom on my backhand

on this side of the sport and do you just think its a small

timing ha ha... I have an awesome wife and she understands and

down and my kite basically dropped on

and I find riding unhooked allows me to

phase?

would definitely agree that I’m much happier if I have been in the

my head as I kicked off a wave.

link the turns together much better.

Ha ha ha it’s going full circle back to board offs and back

water that day!!

I had my GoPro on my lines and the

I hear you on that, where do you

rolls. Some of it’s cool, but I think we still need to keep

Our little girl is 3 now and the hardest part is if I haven’t seen her

lines were completely tangled up in the

see the wave scene heading firstly

focused on riding the best waves, getting barreled and

that day and the wind is blowing in the afternoon. She quite often

camera mount. I was drifting downwind

globally and secondly just in Oz?

smashing some lips.

gets her own way, so it’s either a trade off to the park or a present

towards the bombie which had some 15

The wave scene has stepped up big time.

Ha ha yes just go smash some more waves!!!

first until I can go kiting.

foot sets coming through and the inside

Years ago, no one rode un-strapped

Ok so sharks and WA- WTF!!!!!!!! What’s up with that!!!!

Ok so I know I’ve done some super fun trips with you but what’s

was dry reef. I had no choice but to ditch

and that has definitely changed in the

It’s getting really bad. I’m glad I have a kite holding me outta

the best kiting trip you’ve been on and why?

the kite and camera and paddle for the

last few years. I feel that at the moment

the water most of the time. It never crossed my mind when

Oh that’s a hard one. There are a few epic adventures I have been

horizon to avoid the impact zone. My

globally it’s pretty fixed on airs and one

I was younger though I would be lying if it wasn’t on my

on, but I would have to say Indo a few years ago.

wife was taking photos in the car with

hit turns. I think over the next 5 years

mind nearly every kite nowadays... It’s a really hard situation

our baby asleep and she absolutely

you will see more progression and the

to give up what you love but the risk seems to be getting

freaked when she lost sight of me.

link to surfing will become closer and

higher and higher in WA. It’s really sad for the family and

It took me 45 mins to paddle around

stronger.

friends who go through what they do when someone gets
taken.
Lastly mate any tips or info you wanna share with any
crew wanting to get into riding unhooked or backhand?
Yeah the feeling of linking a few turns together on your
backhand is amazing. People should give unhooking a go
on their backhand. Being unhooked helps open your body
and gives you the ability to pivot in the pocket. I find holding
the chicken loop while being unhooked will help stall and
depower the kite without hooking back in between your
turns.
GROMMIT

Thanks Dan for the chat- keep ripping and looking
forward to seeing some more, cool shit in the future!
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